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Walter Ewag UK has announced two 

new developments that will further 

speed up machining routines on its 

range of Walter Helitronic multi-axis 

tool grinders.

Offering fast and highly accurate 

collet change from the front of the 

machine, the spring-loaded GDS 

system offers a clamping length 

of 50 mm for tools up to 20 mm 

diameter on the Helitronic machine 

range (up to 12 mm on the Helitronic 

Mini Automation and Helitronic 

Micro) and boasts impressive 

concentricity and repeatability 

values both of 0.002 mm. Additional 

time savings are also on offer with 

the automatic (rather than manual) 

measurement of machine axis 

positioning via electrical contact.

Available soon as a retrofit for 

Helitronic tool grinders with Fanuc 

CNC systems, a setting disc with 

electrical isolator is easily and 

quickly interfaced with the control. 

The functionality not only eliminates 

the possibility of human error but 

also frees up operators for other 

tasks.

Together, the two developments 

further enhance the cost-

effectiveness of Walter Helitronic 

tool grinders.  

www.walter-machines.com 

Fast Clamping And Automatic Axis Measurement 
Boosts Walter Helitronic Tool Grinding Routines

FANUC has announced Warwickshire-

based systems integrator Cyber-

Weld Ltd as its preferred arc welding 

partner in the UK. Based in Southam, 

Warwickshire, Cyber-Weld, an 

approved FANUC Strategic Partner, 

has supplied FANUC robots to its UK-

wide customer base for around 20 

years. Its customers operate in sectors 

ranging from automotive to marine, and 

aerospace to chemicals.

The announcement follows the recent 

launch by FANUC UK of its ARC Mate 

100iD welding robot, which boasts 

a number of innovative features, 

extending FANUC’s technical leadership 

in this area. To mark this new era of 

partnership, Cyber-Weld presented 

FANUC with a robotically welded 

nuclear waste container welded by 

FANUC robots by Lancashire-based 

Graham Engineering, a long-standing 

customer of Cyber-Weld.

Tom Bouchier, Managing Director of 

FANUC UK, commented: “Cyber-

Weld is one of our longest-standing 

systems integrators in the UK and is 

ideally placed to service the needs 

of a broad spectrum of customers 

requiring systems that offer precision 

and reliability in all areas of welding, built 

around our high-specification welding 

robot range.”

www.fanuc.eu/uk/en

Fanuc And Cyber-Weld Further 
Strengthen Partnership TRUMPF has opened a new 

technology center in Chicago. It is 

the first smart factory for Industry 

4.0 solutions that was designed 

for digitally connected production 

processes throughout. Investments 

for the facility, which covers more 

than 50,000 square feet, totaled 

13 million euros in construction 

investment and 13 million euros in 

equipment investment. This smart 

factory will focus on consulting 

and training its customers as 

they introduce digitally connected 

production solutions. To this end, 

the company designed a factory 

that intelligently connects the 

entire sheet metal process chain 

– from the initial order for a sheet 

metal component to its design, 

manufacture and delivery. 

Chicago is at the center of the 

North American market for sheet 

TRUMPF Opens Smart 
Factory In Chicago

metal processing. Some 40 

percent of the entire sheet metal 

processing industry is based in 

directly neighboring states. “For us, 

America is one of the most important 

markets there is. And in Chicago, we 

can present our vision for connected 

production to our customers in 

the Midwest practically at their 

doorstep – and work with them to 

drive forward connected production 

in the Industry 4.0 era,” said 

Nicola Leibinger-Kammüller, Chief 

Executive Officer of the TRUMPF 

Group, at the opening of the smart 

factory before 250 invited guests.

www.trumpf.com

CAM developer OPEN MIND 

Technologies is the latest company 

to become a member of the 

Advanced Forming Research Centre 

(AFRC) in Strathclyde, Scotland. 

As an extension of the University 

of Strathclyde’s engineering faculty, 

the AFRC now employs over 130 

that are using some of the world’s 

most technologically advanced 

precision engineering equipment. 

This equipment now includes the 

powerful hyperMILL CAM software 

from OPEN MIND Technologies to 

drive the machine tools. 

Commenting upon installing the first 

seat of hyperMILL and becoming Tier 

2 members of this strategic gateway 

to the Scottish manufacturing 

sector, OPEN MIND Technologies 

Applications Engineer, Mr Matthew 

Coulson says: “The AFRC has 

recently seconded the services 

of Professor Keith Ridgeway, the 

founder and figurehead of the world 

renowned AMRC facility in Sheffield. 

Following our ongoing success 

and partnership with the AMRC, 

Professor Ridgeway asked us to be 

involved in the AFRC enterprise and 

we were honoured to be invited to 

join the AFRC.”

www.openmind-tech.com

OPEN MIND Becomes 
Member of the AFRC

Kennametal Inc. announced today, 

that a group of ten Kennametal 

team members volunteered at 

the summer fete of the Ronald 

McDonald House in Erlangen, 

Germany. Kennametal started the 

cooperation with Ronald McDonald 

House Charities in the EMEA region 

in 2015 and regularly supports 

events in different locations on a 

voluntary basis. 

The Ronald McDonald House 

in Erlangen celebrated its yearly 

summer fete under the motto „flower 

power“ inviting current inhabitants, 

former families who lived for some 

time at the Ronald McDonald House 

Erlangen and the public. A lively 

program with numerous activities 

for children and their families was 

offered which obviously requires a lot 

of helping hands to make the event 

a success.  The Kennametal team 

helped with set up and dismantling, 

managed the BBQ booth, offered 

creative handicrafts, provided a 

photographer and stepped in where 

needed. 

“We really had a great time 

volunteering at the summer fete 

and supporting such an important 

organization which is helping families 

of seriously ill children during their 

toughest times. We are proud to 

have a dedicated team who cares 

about our communities” commented 

Sabine Guse, Kennametal Corporate 

Relations. 

www.kennametal.com

Kennametal Team At Ronald 
McDonald Summer Fete

LPW Technology Ltd has been included 

in The Sunday Times Hiscox Tech Track 

100 for the second year running.  The 

league table ranks Britain’s private 

technology, media and telecoms (TMT) 

companies with the fastest-growing 

sales.

 As the global AM sector matures, LPW 

has consistently striven to anticipate 

the needs of the developing market.  

Its focus on customer service and 

metal powders optimised for individual 

applications has fuelled its strong 

growth.

“To support our customers, we’re 

building a new, £20 million state-of-

the-art facility in the UK to produce 

the next generation of premium, AM-

specific metal alloys that the safety-

critical sectors demand,” comments 

Dr Phil Carroll, Founder and CEO of 

LPW.  “Our ‘factory of the future’ will 

open in February 2018, enabling us to 

manufacture metal powders on-site in 

Liverpool, and in October this year our 

US operation will be moving to larger 

premises. These two new sites will 

allow us to process more materials and 

dispatch powders within 24 hours of 

receipt of order.

Complementing our comprehensive 

range of materials, we’ve developed 

a suite of software and hardware 

technology solutions that integrate 

material control and traceability into 

additive manufacturing environments.”

www.lpwtechnology.com

Metal powder AM Company Ranks in 

Top National Tech Company League

Yamazaki Mazak has promoted Stuart 

Astley to Production Director, where 

he has assumed responsibility for the 

running of the company’s European 

Manufacturing Plant in Worcester.

Having joined the company in 2007 as 

European Service Manager, Mr Astley 

was previously responsible for Mazak’s 

Spindle Service Centre, as well as its 

European Parts Centre in Belgium. 

During this time, he also oversaw 

the manufacturer’s European Service 

Network, as well as improvements to 

Mazak’s Quality Assurance protocol and 

the implementation of Lean Six Sigma 

problem solving techniques.  

In his new role, Mr Astley now manages 

the introduction of all new models 

into production at Mazak’s 29,000m² 

advanced manufacturing facility. He is 

also introducing a number of workforce 

improvement initiatives, including 

dedicated ‘Kaizen teams’, to ensure 

Mazak’s 450 production staff are able 

to work in as productive a working 

environment as possible. 

With a set target to increase output 

by 40 per cent this year, Mr Astley is 

also working on a lean manufacturing 

strategy to improve productivity and 

the flow of material through the entire 

supply chain. It will coincide with wider 

factory improvements to facilitate the full 

implantation of Mazak’s suite of Industry 

4.0 infrastructure solutions, to further 

reduce manufacturing lead times and 

improve productivity. 

Richard Smith, European Group 

Managing Director at Yamazaki Mazak, 

commented: “Stuart has a proven 

track record of delivering continuous 

improvement during his time with 

Mazak. Our European Manufacturing 

Plant in Worcester is central to both 

Mazak’s European and global supply 

chains. We have every confidence that 

Stuart will deliver significant productivity 

and efficiency improvements, which 

will enable us to supply machine tools 

to customers across the world with the 

shortest possible lead times.”

Mr Astley confirmed: “Having spent 

much of my career in an operations 

role, I’m looking forward to building on 

what is already a very efficient factory, 

and taking Mazak’s European machine 

tool productivity to new heights. With a 

series of recent investments, and a full 

order book, it’s an incredibly exciting 

time to be involved in the running of the 

European Manufacturing Plant, and I am 

looking forward to focusing my attention 

on increasing production volumes and 

reducing lead-times to provide the best 

level of service to our customers in the 

UK, Europe and beyond.”

www.mazakeu.co.uk/emoencore

Mazak Strengthens Operations Team 
With New Production Director
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Playing its part in bridging the skills 

gap and employing apprentices is 

something that Industrial Tooling 

Corporation (ITC) takes particularly 

seriously as the UK’s leading 

manufacturer of cutting tools.

The Tamworth Company has 

recently employed two apprentices 

to add to the four existing trainees 

the company already has on-board. 

With four apprentices already 

attending college and plying their 

trade on some of the world’s 

most advanced CNC machine 

tool technology, the cutting tool 

specialist has added a fifth young 

apprentice to the shop floor whilst 

the sixth apprentice is undertaking a 

traineeship in accountancy.

ITC have appointed 16 year old 

Jack Pugh as its latest shop-

floor apprentice whilst 16 year old 

Abigail James has been employed 

in an accountancy role. Both new 

starters have recently completed 

their GCSE’s and ITC is continuing 

the education of these youngsters 

both practically in the workplace and 

academically at college. 

Commenting upon the latest 

additions to the team at ITC, 

Managing Director, Mr Peter Graves 

says: “It’s critical to the future of 

the UK manufacturing industry 

that companies like ours, invest 

in training and educating school 

leavers that are interested in a career 

in this fantastic industry.”

www.itc-ltd.co.uk

ITC Takes on Two More Apprentices

Boulting Group has been awarded 

the Order of Distinction at the 

Royal Society for the Prevention of 

Accidents (RoSPA) Health and Safety 

Awards 2017. The awards, which 

were held at the Hilton Glasgow 

Hotel on September 14, celebrate 

organisations’ commitment to 

maintaining an excellent health and 

safety record. 

Boulting Group was named a winner 

at the awards after achieving 23 

consecutive golds for its health 

and safety performance, which 

was assessed against the judging 

criteria.

To achieve gold standard, Boulting 

Group demonstrated a rigorous 

approach to occupational health and 

safety with excellent management 

systems and company culture. High 

levels of compliance were clearly 

visible with control measures for 

principal risks. 

During the RoSPA Awards scheme, 

which is open to businesses 

and organisations of all types 

and sizes from across the UK 

and overseas, judges consider 

entrants’ overarching occupational 

health and safety management 

systems, including practices such 

as leadership and workforce 

involvement. 

www.boulting.co.uk

Giving Health And Safety The 
Gold Standard

“More business, more international 

drawing power and more innovations: 

EMO has once again lived up 

to its reputation as the leading 

global tradeshow for the world of 

metalworking,” remarked Carl Martin 

Welcker, General Commissioner for 

EMO Hannover 2017, adding that it 

was also the definitive exhibition for 

machine tool makers worldwide and a 

pacesetter for the future of production 

technology. Welcker also pointed out 

that EMO had had a major impact on 

business activity, quoting a survey 

in which EMO visitors indicated their 

intent to invest a total of over 20 billion 

euros in production technology over the 

course of the next 24 months. Deals 

worth 8 billion euros were sealed during 

the one-week event. The Aalen-based 

SHW Werkzeugmaschinen company, 

for instance, sold several machines all 

at once. “In addition to these unex-

pected sales, trade visitors came to us 

armed with tangible projects, some of 

them even going so far as to specify 

the actual dimensions of the machines 

required. Dozens of such customers 

came from China, alone,” reported 

Man-aging Director Anton Müller.

The next EMO Hannover will be staged 

from 16 to 21 September 2019.

www.emo-hannover.de

EMO Hannover Sparks Capex 
Investment In The Billions

When over 2,000 exhibitors from 

45 countries gather to showcase 

their products and expertise at the 

world’s premier trade fair for the 

metalworking sector, you can be 

sure that R+W Antriebselemente 

GmbH is at the heart of the action. 

This subsidiary of Poppe + Potthoff 

was at EMO Hannover 2017 

to showcase its latest coupling 

portfolio for metalworking. As well as 

metal bellows couplings, elastomer 

couplings and safety couplings that 

deliver the ultimate in precision, the 

company also exhibited a special 

version of a disc-pack coupling. This 

coupling with integrated cooling 

lubrication is set to be particularly 

useful to manufacturers of machine 

tools with a long spindle assembly.

A further highlight at the R+W 

stand was the updated R+W app. 

This uses virtual reality to enable 

unprecedented immersion into the 

R+W product range and break down 

the boundaries between the real and 

virtual worlds. With the latest update, 

users now also have access to new, 

much sought-after features such 

as setting the torque for a safety 

coupling.

www.rw-couplings.com

It Doesn’t Get Any More Real 
- Without Getting Hands On

Electromobility and Industry 4.0 are 

undoubtedly two of the dominant 

themes of our age. Dubbed industrial 

megatrends by the EMAG Group, 

these were also key areas of focus 

at the Group’s stand at the recent 

EMO. The EMAG Group sees its role 

in this changing environment as that 

of “facilitator”, offering end-to-end 

solutions that can be used for efficient 

production of core components for 

electrical drive systems. For example, 

it showcased a number of high-

performance machines, including world 

firsts from the fields of turning, laser 

welding/joining and gear cutting. While 

these innovations cover the traditional 

range of machinery, the EMAG Group 

is also powering forward the digitization 

of its production technology for 

establishing intelligent factories. This 

was reflected in its dedicated display 

area for visitors to try out key Industry 

4.0 solutions at EMO. The focus was 

on universal usability of the software, 

which is designed to make controlling, 

monitoring and analyzing production 

even easier.

The ultimate aim is to ensure a 

controllable, predictable and monitored 

production process from start to 

finish - that at least is the Industry 

4.0 message from EMAG. The basis 

for this is provided by the production 

data from the machines, which are 

transformed into optimized central 

processes using customized software 

tools. “MultiMachineMonitor” can be 

used to centrally control a number 

of machines from a tablet or PC and 

thus perfectly harmonize production, 

while “MachineStatus” offers a detailed 

analysis of the machine and tools in 

use. For its part, the “EC Data” software 

ensures a workpiece can be traced 

at any point during the production 

process.

www.emag.com

A Visionary Approach Based 
On Very Real Data

The typical small machine shop 

and subcontract environment is 

always striving for maximum tooling 

performance whilst aiming to minimise 

inventory and costs. All this can now be 

achieved with the new Qplus range of 

high performance end mill tools from 

Tewkesbury based Quickgrind. 

The new Qplus line of tools has been 

developed with the aim of creating the 

industry’s most universal tooling series 

yet. The four flute end mill generates 

remarkable performance levels on steel 

and cast iron whilst the hard wearing 

MX coating from Quickgrind makes 

the Qplus ideal for high temperature 

alloys, hardened steels and non-ferrous 

materials and also the subcontract 

environment.

Not only can the solid carbide Qplus 

series be applied to a diverse spectrum 

of materials, it can conduct anything 

from rough to finish machining, slotting, 

profiling, trochoidal milling and much 

more. The benefit of this seemingly 

endless diversity is that machine shops 

can use a single tool for a multitude 

of applications and materials. For 

the client, this reduces tooling costs 

and inventory requirements whilst 

eliminating the need for continuous 

tool changeovers. By reducing tool 

changeovers and the associated non-

cutting times, end users can improve 

their cycle times significantly. 

www.quickgrind.com

Users of WIDIA’s TDS-series drilling 

solution are already familiar with its 

superb performance in steel, cast iron, 

and non-ferrous alloys. Now those 

shops that routinely drill stainless 

steel and superalloys can get enjoy its 

benefits as well, with a new drill that 

takes proven holemaking technology 

and kicks it one step further. It’s called 

TDS45x, and it’s going to drastically 

improve how aerospace, medical, oil 

and gas, and other manufacturers make 

holes in tough materials.

Patrizio Cresta, Manager Portfolio 

Management WIDIA Holemaking 

Products, says the TDS line was already 

designed for customers facing difficult 

cutting conditions. Inclined exits and 

entries, unstable setups, intersecting 

holes—these are just a few examples 

where TDS shines. As a result, TDS 

offers the lowest cost per part and 

highest metal remove rate in its class. 

Further, the series is often the platform 

of choice for make-to-order and custom 

drilling solutions.

Those attributes—and more—are 

also found in TDS45x, except that the 

new series drill is designed specifically 

for high-temp alloys and austenitic 

stainless steel. 

www.widia.com 

S is for Solid

A Universal End Mill Tool For All Trade

ERIKS is advising businesses to 

remain well-stocked in vital PPE 

equipment, such as gloves, hats, 

eye-guards and face masks, which 

should be inspected on a regular 

basis and changed when they no 

longer provide optimal protective 

capabilities. In addition, it is also 

recommending the installation of 

condition monitoring equipment for 

heavy machinery, to ensure that it 

is working safely and efficiently and 

minimise the risk of subsequent 

mechanical downtime.

PRIORITISE PPE
Health and safety violations can 

prove costly to a business, with 

potential fines of up to £1million 

for the most serious cases. The 

implementation of health and 

safety measures required as a 

result of inspection can also cause 

disruption, not to mention the 

reputational damage that can occur 

following any reported violations.

www.eriks.co.uk
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The WorkXplore 3D CAD viewer 

and analyser from Vero Software is 

ensuring that Sandvik Coromant’s 

sales engineers can individually 

interrogate solid models in the field.   

Vero are supplying more than 30 

WorkXplore licences to the field-

based sales engineers, and running 

a training programme in all four of 

the company’s UK sales regions.

Wesley Tonks, Vero’s  EMEA 

Strategic Partnership Manager, says 

Sandvik Coromant regard giving 

their sales engineers the ability to 

load and interrogate CAD-created 

solid models as a vital  part of their 

Industry 4.0 culture.

“Previously, any data of that kind 

was channelled to the Design 

Centre at Sandvik Coromant’s 

headquarters, and the engineers 

had to wait for a response. But 

using WorkXplore means they can 

independently and efficiently analyse 

and communicate this extremely 

important information.”

He says the sales engineers will find 

WorkXplore particularly useful as it 

contains many innovative features 

usually found in high-end CAD 

systems which enable to the user 

to perform part diagnostics, create 

assembly instructions and prepare 

the production of 3D models. The 

software was created to efficiently 

import and analyse all file types and 

sizes at high speed. It often takes 

less than half the time to open a 

file compared to the original CAD 

application.

Sandvik Coromant:

www.sandvik.coromant.com

WorkXplore:   

/www.workxplore.com/

WorkXplore Aids Sandvik’s 
Industry 4.0 Culture  Introducing the UKs first retro-fitted and 

freely programmable coolant nozzle 

with automatic data exchange via 

the tool offset of the machine; Floyd 

Automatic is certain to keep the coolant 

flowing to the cutting edge with this 

unique innovation. The challenge for 

manufacturers running machine tools 

with multiple cutting tools used on a 

single component is how to keep the 

coolant flowing directly to the cutting 

edge with continually changing tool 

lengths and diameters. 

As an example, coolant hoses can be 

directed at the cutting edge of a tool 

protruding 60mm from the spindle 

nose; however the next tool from the 

carousel may have a protrusion of 

100, 150 or even beyond 200mm. The 

result is the coolant jet will not remain 

targeted at the cutting edge due to the 

ever changing tool length parameters. 

Insufficient coolant supply can create 

excessive heating of the contact area, 

poor swarf clearance, diminishing tool life 

and consequently inconsistent tool life.   

To enhance tool life, machining 

performance, surface finishes and even 

prolong the life of the fluid, the VARIO-

Jet guarantees that coolant is always 

directed at the cutting area. The VARIO-

Jet can be retro-fitted to any machine 

tool with a tool offset. As standard, 

the VARIO-Jet is available with 20bar 

pressure and an optional system is 

offered with 80bar. 

www.floydautomatic.co.uk

Floyd Jets Out More Innovation

For an increasing number of large 

vehicle repair shops and some 

small businesses, the design 

and aesthetics of service centres 

and customer areas is becoming 

increasingly important. Whilst 

Nederman supports workshops in 

the selection of clean air solutions 

that create an attractive work 

environment with its functional 

product lines, the industry leading 

manufacturer is conscious of 

the aesthetic element that is 

of increasing importance to its 

customers. For these reasons, 

some of Nederman’s self-retracting 

hose and cable reels are now also 

available in a modern grey design 

as well as the existing blue colour. 

This is in response to demands for 

products that let facilities put focus 

on their own corporate brand. With 

focus on efficiency, ease-of-use and 

high quality, Nederman offers cable 

and hose reels for every application 

with a need to distribute liquids, oil, 

lubricants or compressed air.  

www.nederman.co.uk

Nederman Reels in Workshop 
Hoses and Cables

The Mitsui Seiki J350G ultra-

high precision jig grinder has 

an accuracy of + /- 0.0007 mm 

and grinding wheel U-axis infeed 

range between -3 and +50 mm to 

support continuous automatic CNC 

grinding of multiple features, plus a 

variety of hole sizes and contoured 

shapes with a single grinding 

wheel.  The machine also has the 

benefit to the operator of the user 

friendly development of the Mitsui 

Advanced Programming support 

software G-MAPS.

Now in the portfolio of 2D CNC 

Machinery of Hinckley, which has 

its own in-house grinding specialist, 

the J350G’s automatic cycle 

capability can produce contoured 

features as well as multiple hole 

sizes programmed via Fanuc 31iB 

control with 15 inch touch panel 

screen. Incorporated within the 

control is Mitsui’s G-MAPS fine 

CNC JIG GRINDER

grinding conversational software 

which provides programming icons, 

data entry or conventional data 

input.  G-MAPS enables quick 

setting of wheel data including 

dressing intervals, has a simple 

setting screen and enables wheel 

and grinding conditions to be 

monitored including hole location 

and position tolerances.  There is 

also an analogue display for simple 

commands using switches and 

dials.

www.2DCNC.co.uk

A MecWash Duo component 

cleaning system will be on display 

at the Wisconsin Manufacturing 

and Technology Show (WIMTS) this 

month to showcase the system to 

potential US customers. One of 

the Tewkesbury based company’s 

US distributors, Quality Machinery 

Systems (QMS) from Illinois, are 

displaying the Duo on their stand 

at WIMST, an event billed as 

Manufacturing’s Marketplace in the 

Midwest.

John Pattison, managing director 

at MecWash Systems, says: 

“We have exported our aqueous 

component cleaning systems to 

the USA for more than a decade, 

initially to existing UK customers 

opening new manufacturing facilities 

and duplicating processes and 

equipment which they were familiar 

with. “The US precision engineering 

sector is huge, so theoretically 

the potential MecWash market is 

correspondingly large. Hence we 

have sought US distributors who 

work with the precision engineering 

sector and with high quality 

machinery who could promote the 

quality of finish that our machines 

can offer to many leading names 

based in the States and QMS were 

among those appointed.”

“Our North America operations 

manager, Bill Westbrook, will be 

joining QMS at this show to give 

further support for MecWash 

among existing and potential US 

customers.” 

www.mecwash.com

MecWash Duo visits Wisconsin Show

The right cutter for the right job makes 

perfect sense and with WNT’s extended 

range of solid carbide milling getting 

that choice right has never been 

easier.  Customers have an initial choice 

between WNT’s Mastertool series and 

Standard series cutters. 

Cutters from the Mastertool series 

are Premium quality tools for high 

performance. They have been 

designed for specific applications and 

generate exceptional performance as 

a result. Customers that operate under 

challenging conditions that place high 

demands on production and quality 

should consider the Mastertool series as 

a starting point. For more conventional, 

less demanding, applications, where 

high quality cutting tools are still 

important, there is the WNT Standard 

series. WNT’s Standard series is the 

default for the majority of its customers 

faced with standard applications, but 

who still require guaranteed optimum 

performance.

The WNT Mastertool series of solid 

carbide cutters includes the CircularLine 

and BlueLine ranges. CircularLine 

cutters deliver shorter machining 

times and longer tool life and are the 

‘go-to’ choice for trochoidal milling 

were extended tool engagement and 

consistent average chip thickness are 

key. The design of WNT’s CircularLine 

cutters ensures optimum and effective 

machining processes. The latest 

addition to the range, the CircularLine 

CCR-UNI is available for universal 

trochoidal milling as a 4xD end mill 

and a 3xD end mill with a shorter chip 

breaker, to provide maximum  chip 

evacuation dependent on application.

The WNT BlueLine range has been 

developed for hard machining up to 

65HRc and includes a mix of end mills, 

ball-nosed end mills and torus cutters 

with a variety of flute lengths.  Also 

included in the Blueline range is a series 

of micro end mills and ball-nosed end 

mills from 0.2 mm to 3.0 mm diameter. 

From the WNT Standard series are 

the renowned HPC cutters, these high 

quality end mills and ball-nosed end 

mills provide high levels of productivity 

and process security. WNT has recently 

extended the range to add even greater 

choice and flexibility when machining 

more standard parts and materials, 

with a wider choice of diameter/length 

combinations and cutters with specific 

corner radii available to machine steel 

and stainless steel as standard. 

www.wnt.com

Solid Carbide Milling – Always 
The Right Choice From WNT

On Stand M1 at the Advanced 

Engineering exhibition at the Birmingham 

NEC, MAPAL will demonstrate the 

extension of its hole-making line with 

its new CPR500/510 replaceable head 

reamer. Incorporating optimised cooling 

that offers an economic advantage in 

cast machining, this new range can 

extend tool life as its solid carbide 

replaceable heads are designed with an 

innovative CVD coating. Developed by 

MAPAL for cast machining, the coating 

will be a crowd puller at the event 

among automotive and aerospace 

engineers aiming to improve machining 

performance on challenging materials.  

Complementing this new line will be a 

complete programme of ISO indexable 

inserts for boring steel, stainless steel 

and heat-resistant cast-steel.  Last 

year, MAPAL defined a new standard 

in drilling with the arrival of its three 

cutting-edge Tritan-Drill. At Advanced 

Engineering 2017 and fresh from their 

EMO premiere, the extended line of 

drills will be at the show with a specially 

adapted version for machining steel 

www.mapal.com 

UK Premiere to New Product Lines 
at Advanced Engineering
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News

That is why workholding specialists Hainbuch supply 

its aerospace products under the slogan of ‘100% 

safety – no more, no less’.

The aerospace sector is one of the most technically 

demanding industries with increasingly difficult to 

machine materials, exacting specifications and 

constant time restraints. Added to all this, the 

industry is growing at a rate that demands improved 

productivity and machine up-time. This is where 

Hainbuch enters the equation with its innovative 

workholding solutions. As the industry specialist 

in quick-changeover configurations, Hainbuch 

has now published an aerospace brochure that 

highlights just some of the creative developments 

that have won the company dozens of awards with 

over 100 patents. 

With hundreds of thousands of components 

comprising an aircraft, Hainbuch has emphasised 

Engineers are using the equipment for a wide range of 

scanning and inspection tasks at its new research and 

design facility in Leicestershire.

The three-metre arm’s capabilities have impressed 

the chassis development team as it allows them to 

fully inspect and scan some motorcycles in a single 

exercise without the need to move and re-position the 

kit. For other motorcycles, leapfrogging using the arm 

and Polyworks software is quick and easy. Inspection 

data is not only used to verify prototype motorcycles 

in relation to their CAD intent, but also check off-line 

production tolerance and build quality, explained Chris 

Hunt, chassis development project engineer.

“The ROMER arm has helped us to improve accuracy, 

reduce user error and save time. It is very quick 

and extremely user-friendly. Hexagon’s training and 

technical support services are very good and staff are 

always on hand to guide us through any problems and 

new challenges,” he added.

Dave King, Royal Enfield’s motorcycle accessories 

quality assurance manager,  favoured the ROMER 

arm over other competitor models mainly because 

of its calibration feature. “We required a portable 

measuring arm for scanning prototype parts to confirm 

accuracy and benchmark our products for design 

development so the calibration feature was a key point 

for me.The ROMER arm’s calibration bar and process 

are particularly beneficial to our operations as a lot of 

uncertainty on the measuring system is removed,” he 

commented.

Royal Enfield is now set to purchase the same 

equipment used at the Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground 

facility for its technology centre in India. Future plans 

may also include the addition of some CMM-based 

systems for achieving higher accuracy on a range of 

small engine parts.

The ROMER portable measuring arm range will be 

among the products on show at Hexagon’s stand 

at Advanced Engineering, NEC Birmingham, from 

November 1-2.

examples of how interior equipment, frame 

structures and airfoils, power plant and turbines and 

also undercarriage can all be precisely and safely 

clamped with solutions from the German technology 

leader. The new brochure highlights how complex 

components such as hydraulic valve housings 

can be internally clamped with Hainbuch’s double 

independent ID clamping system. Using a mandrel 

with two independent hydraulic positions and a 

pull-back effect, the double ID solution incorporates 

vulcanized segmented bushing to dampen vibration 

whilst a rigid clamping configuration and optimised 

chuck body improved cutting tool access and 

machining performance. 

For the internal clamping of aerospace parts such 

as shaft fans that require external milling operations, 

Hainbuch introduces its segmented bushing chuck. 

Conducting ID clamping with a dead-length effect 

for definite radial clamping, the segmented bush 

chuck can be mounted upon a workpiece carrier 

for simplified production handling.  The external 

clamping product lines from Hainbuch are equally 

impressive with the segmented mandrel T213 proving 

the optimal solution for clamping components such 

as aerospace turbine gear wheels. 

Hainbuch Delivers Aerospace Solutions
The aerospace industry is all about quality, consistency and 

performance – all attributes that are intertwined with 100% safety. 

Hexagon Revs Up Quality Control
Prestige motorcycle manufacturer Royal Enfield has boosted productivity 

and improved quality control checks thanks to a Hexagon Manufacturing 

Intelligence ROMER portable measuring arm. 

www.hexagonmi.com

www.hainbuch.com
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Opinion

The most substantial part of the 907-billion-dollar 

investment will be spent on digital hardware like 

sensors and human-machine interface (HMI) 

panels — but what about the software that brings 

this equipment together? Here, Stefan Reuther, 

Chief Sales Officer of industrial software expert, 

COPA-DATA, explains the importance of using 

cutting-edge software in industrial facilities and the 

risks of using outdated systems.

To reap the rewards of Industry 4.0, manufacturers 

must embrace cyber-physical systems (CPS) – 

the integration of operational technology (OT) 

and intelligent software. However, according to 

the Annual Manufacturing Report 2017, 75 per 

cent of manufacturers do not feel they have a 

sufficient understanding of Industry 4.0 to begin 

this transition.

Smart software, smart decisions

Software is the driver of the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution. To prepare facilities for Industry 4.0, 

implementing software should be a priority. 

However, unlike traditional manufacturing 

execution systems (MES), software for the smart 

factory is much more sophisticated. 

Regardless of an increase in connectivity on the 

factory floor, humans remain the decisive factor. 

Manufacturers want software that can acquire and 

analyse production data in real-time, visualise this 

information in an intelligible format and, ultimately, 

help their employees make better business 

decisions based on this data. 

Avoiding integration headaches

According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the 

average age of manufacturing equipment is close 

to 20 years old. What’s more, due to the increasing 

problem of obsolescence in industrial equipment, 

today’s typical factory will include hardware from a 

variety of different manufacturers. 

Manufacturing facilities do not require an overhaul 

of equipment to integrate new software. To avoid 

the headache of integration, manufacturers should 

opt for hardware-independent software.

COPA-DATA’s zenon, for example, provides 

over 300 native communication protocols. This 

ensures the software can be integrated seamlessly, 

regardless of the age, vendor or communication 

standard of the equipment involved.

Continuous security

Discussions on Industry 4.0 and factory connectivity 

will almost inevitably lead to debates on industrial 

security. Despite the perceived hysteria on this 

topic, just 36 per cent of respondents to the 

Annual Manufacturing Report expressed concerns 

over cyber security when implementing or using 

software in the factory. 

Often, operational technology has been in 

action for more than two decades, and is only 

now being connected to the Internet. Naturally, 

using outdated operating systems to enable this 

connectivity makes the entire production and the 

data produced by its operations vulnerable. 

As the manufacturing industry enters Industry 4.0, 

industrial software should uphold the same security 

standards as information technology – encrypting 

communications, ensuring binaries are signed and 

developing regular updates and security patches 

to ensure software remains one step ahead. 

Behind the factory doors of the world’s industrial 

and manufacturing companies, a significant digital 

transformation is underway. In fact, PwC’s Industry 

4.0 study states that 72 per cent of companies 

believe they will achieve advanced levels of 

digitisation by 2020. Making the transition to smart 

manufacturing is no easy feat — but the first step 

will always be software that can communicate with 

any legacy system.

Industry 4.0: From Talk To Action
The Importance Of Cutting-Edge Software

The results of an Industry 4.0 study by PwC show that manufacturers intend to invest five per cent 

of their revenue on digitisation by 2020. 

Visit: www.copadata.co.uk
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Supplier News

HE&M Saw design and manufacture a widely 

respected range of both Horizontal and Vertical 

Bandsaws, with many thousands of installations 

in North America, Canada and Mexico. Based 

in Oklahoma, the company history extends back 

over 50 years and remains under family ownership 

and management. The HE&M Saw product range 

includes over 60 high quality models, designed for 

solid metal, profile and plate sawing applications 

across the metals processing industries.

The HE&M Saw range starts with a selection of 

Pivot Frame models, suitable for sawing materials 

up to 400mm diameter. The machines are designed 

and built with a classic, heavy duty ‘American’ 

style. The saw bow is arranged to ensure that 

the weights and cutting forces are contained 

directly within the pivot and the kerf channel, 

giving excellent cut performance and realising 

the very best from the pivot design approach. 

This overcomes the commonly expected wear or 

cut quality issues associated with many, low cost 

alternatives. The HE&M Saw pivot design gives a 

superior cut performance, excellent blade life and 

overall machine longevity, even surpassing similar 

capacity, twin column models.

For larger capacity sawing, HE&M Saw also 

manufacture dual column bandsaws, ranging 

from 450mm all the way up to 1,340mm diameter 

capacity. A heavy-duty design approach is again 

taken, with a robust portal frame, equipped with 

low friction guides and mechanically balanced 

travel, to ensure that the bow descent remains 

consistent and true to the material. This eliminates 

the issue of the ‘crabbing’ effect that is often 

observed in some dual column machines, where 

the columns either pass through the bow or are 

uncontrolled on one side.

Pivot and dual column models are available for 

both straight and mitre cutting applications and 

with semi-automatic and automatic, bar-feed 

controls. Complimenting these is a further selection 

of vertical bandsaws, designed for cutting plates 

and profile sections. 

For plate sawing, models are available with either 

travelling heads or travelling tables, suitable for 

applications where large plates are to be sawn into 

smaller pieces or strips. A robust design, combined 

with powerful motors and precision controls allow 

for the sawing of a wide range of materials, from 

mild steels through to exotic alloys.

Vertical saws are also available for cutting steel 

tubes, profiles and sections, offering an alternative 

solution to mitring and straight cutting such 

materials. With the sections placed on the sawing 

table, the vertical head traverses across, rather 

than down and is additionally able to tilt to the left 

or right for mitre cutting. This approach allows for 

the sawing of opposing mitres on multiple pieces 

in a single operation, a limitation for horizontal 

bandsaws and a definite advantage for any 

company producing batches of like pieces.

Support is also a key consideration and 

KALTENBACH Ltd will hold suitable spare parts and 

consumables to ensure prompt backup, along with 

all servicing engineers being fully product trained. 

This is reinforced by comprehensive support from 

HE&M Saw, ensuring that help is always available 

and, importantly, without any issues arising from 

the time differences between the UK and USA.

The HE&M Saw range perfectly complements 

the extensive machinery solutions already 

manufactured by the KALTENBACH Group - now 

a part of the German industrial group, Zobel Values 

AG. Additional partnerships with several further, 

leading manufacturers of profiling, bending and 

welding systems permit KALTENBACH Ltd to offer 

to the UK and Irish markets an unmatched and 

complete portfolio of some of the best equipment 

available in the world.

KALTENBACH Ltd Announce Cooperation 
With Leading US Bandsaw Manufacturer, HE&MSaw

KALTENBACH Ltd, the UK Sales and Service Centre of the KALTENBACH Group of companies have announced 

new representation of the leading, USA based Bandsaw manufacturer, HE&M Saw, for the UK and Ireland.

Visit: www.kaltenbach.co.uk
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FULL STEAM 
AHEAD
17d Miniatures produces a range of scaled working 

models of locomotives, carriages and wagons, for 

three miniature railway gauge systems: 5”, 7.1/4” 

and 10.1/4”. Their locomotives for the 5” gauge are a 

scale of one-twelfth, at around six feet long, rising to 

approximately 12 feet for the 10.1/4” gauge.   

All their trains are sit-on, with enthusiasts actually 

being able to get inside some of the larger ones.  

The family-run business is based in 2,500 square 

foot premises at a converted mill near Matlock in the 

Derbyshire Peak District. Partner Tristan Dengate says 

customers range from private collectors through to 

commercial operations.  

And now, after switching to Edgecam in early 2017, 

they are looking to apply the techniques they use for 

producing their railway-related models, to manufacture 

components for model cars, boats, lorries and aircraft.

This will be a natural progression for the business, as 

they already offer a general machining sub contract 

service for other companies. “Currently around 60 per 

cent of our time is spent on machining components for 

our own products, with 40 per cent producing items 

for other companies.”

And Edgecam has been the springboard for 17d 

Miniatures promoting themselves as the ‘go to’ 

company for individual enthusiasts wanting machined 

parts. “A large number of hobbyists have spent 20 or 

30 years making working steam engines in their sheds, 

Edgecam is helping a “toys for boys” manufacturer offer an 

important new service for model-making companies and private 

enthusiasts. And all within a few months of installing the software.

Continues

and are now finding time’s against them as they’re 

getting older. So they’re now looking for as many 

components as possible to be machined for them – 

and Edgecam has given us the opportunity to say: yes, 

we can machine that for you at a sensible cost.”     

Thanks to Edgecam they are also starting to change 

how they manufacture certain parts. He says they 

use a lot of resin cast units for their bearing carriers. 

“These aren’t as precise as they could be, but because 

Edgecam is so quick and accurate we can switch to 

machining them from solid block. 

“The ability to move away from castings is really 

going to change how we work. The market is used 

to having castings for many components, but we’re 

now starting to turn that on its head by showing that 

they don’t actually need castings – the products can 

be machined from solid block which is far quicker, 

even though there’s more material to remove.” Where 

specifically required, Edgecam does machine cast 

iron, both in round bar and block form.

He says the software’s powerful game-changing 

Waveform Roughing Strategy is one reason it is so 

fast. “We were able to triple the feed rates, and have 

the cutter going in considerably deeper than we could 

with traditional roughing.”

Amongst the mild steel and aluminium components 

he mills with Edgecam: wheels, profiles, counter-

balance weights, working cylinder block, valve gear 

components, chimney fitments, and brake calipers. 

Everything they mill goes through Edgecam and is cut 

on their Bridgeport VMC 412x 3-axis machine tool.

Around 80 per cent of their components need to be 

high precision. “For instance, when we’re machining 

Above: Edgecam screen shot cylinder block.

Above: Tristan Dengate.

Software In Manufacturing IDID Software In Manufacturing
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valve gear and cylinders it’s crucial they’re absolutely 

perfect. And we know that with Edgecam’s NC code 

they always will be.”  

The company began their CNC journey several years 

ago and initially programmed the Bridgeport both 

manually and with a lightweight CAM software more 

geared towards hobbyists using bench-top hobby 

mills. “I was having to work out the best way of 

machining, and then generating perhaps ten different 

cycles to achieve what I’m now achieving with one 

cycle in Edgecam.”

And, as Tristan Dengate points out, he is not a time-

served machinist, nor has he had any formal training 

on Edgecam, but quickly began to successfully 

program parts, and even set up a post processor. 

“I’ve come a long way in a very short time and am 

able to produce reasonably complex parts swiftly and 

accurately, and am looking to produce even more 

complex components in future.”

All of which stands them in good stead for their plans to 

increase sub contract model-making. “Edgecam gives 

the ability to produce working scale models, rather 

than just mock-ups. Many companies would benefit 

from having proper working models as a display piece 

or technical exercise. For example, we’ve produced 

a wheel and chassis bogey assembly for a company 

providing test rigs for testing full-size assemblies, and 

they needed a working model for exhibitions around 

the world.”

He says another benefit of Edgecam is that it enables 

them to give accurate costings to customers. “Being 

able to get an actual cycle from Edgecam means our 

estimates are as accurate as possible.”

As a considerable amount of work is carried out in a 

chuck mounted on the machine tool bed, he says it is 

simple to load a customer’s 3D CAD file and select the 

appropriate fixture from Edgecam’s library. “The facility 

to simply hit a button to put a 10” chuck on the virtual 

machine, for instance, is invaluable for tool collision 

detection giving greater confidence in the code – 

enabling me, with certain work, to load the material 

and hit go, without dry-running! Also, the standard 

stock fit option covers around 90 per cent of what 

we’re doing, so, again, it all saves time. And it’s easy 

working with datums – we can reference it anyway we 

want to with just two or three clicks.”

In conclusion he says it is easy to access the 

appropriate functionality in Edgecam to carry out 

any type of operation. “And once I’ve selected an 

operation it’s simple to go back and edit it. I decided 

to purchase Edgecam after a one-month trial earlier 

this year, and it’s quickly become an integral part of our 

manufacturing process.”

Left: T7-25in-gauge-machined-8-spoke-

wagon-wheel

Continued

17d Miniatures:  

www.17d-miniatures.co.uk

Edgecam:  

www.edgecam.com

Software In ManufacturingID
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Medical

The ALTERA CMM with LC15Dx laser scanner 

allows fast inspection of 3D-printed implant 

surfaces and screw holes, while the XT H 225 CT 

guarantees internal structure quality and accurate 

geometrical correlation between CAD implant 

model and manufactured product. 

Paulius Lukševičius, Engineer of Mechanics 

explained, “3D-printing is a complicated 

technology and there is a big variation in processing 

parameters, so predicting the quality and geometry 

of printed objects is quite a challenge. 

“Patient-specific implants are a bespoke treatment 

solution, which means that the surgery must be 

‘pre-planned’ virtually so the implant can simply 

be put in place. To be able to execute the virtual 

plan, it is vital to be 100 per cent sure that implant 

geometry is exactly the same as the CAD model 

and that the holes are machined to high accuracy. 

“To fulfil these goals, we use a variety of metrology 

equipment. The CMM with laser scanner is 

irreplaceable when we need to perform fast checks 

after each manufacturing and post-processing 

stage, especially to check spherical surfaces, 

bearing surfaces and hole angles.”

Unlike standard modular hip implants used to 

treat severe clinical conditions, patient-specific 

alternatives are designed as a single device with 

anatomically adapted surfaces. It eliminates the 

risk of instability and adapts the implant to the bone 

rather than the bone to the implant. A major benefit 

of the procedure is that, during surgery, there is no 

need to shape the bone to adapt it to the implant 

or use bone cement, meshes and augments to fill 

the bone defect. The implants are designed using 

virtual anatomical bone models which are obtained 

from medical CT scans of a patient.

For manufacturing the implants, Baltic 

Orthoservice uses direct metal laser sintering 

equipment purchased in 2012. After 3D-printing, 

implants undergo a variety of post-processing 

steps, including heat treatment, surface polishing 

and milling for screw holes. There are a number 

of medical device standards and regulations that 

must be met, which is why it is paramount for 

products to be of ultra-high accuracy. 

With fine tolerances and strict standards to be 

adhered to, the post-processing stages are 

repeated until the physical implant matches the 

desired virtual model exactly. Quality assurance 

measures are taken following every step, during 

which the LC15Dx laser scanner is able to show 

quickly how well the physical part matches the 

virtual model. 

Mr Jokymaitytè said, “Laser scanning and micro-

CT serve two different purposes and both excel in 

different areas. 

“The CMM with laser scanner is very effective for 

inspecting features and surfaces of bigger parts 

such as an acetabular implant, for quality control of 

standard products like osteosynthesis plates and 

for assessing standard elements in patient-specific 

implants, i.e. screw holes or spherical shapes.

“The micro-CT system is a vital tool for non-

destructive analysis of the internal structure and 

geometry of additively manufactured components.”

As the Quality Control Laboratory at Kaunas 

was a new project to supplement the additive 

manufacturing facilities, there were no previous 

systems to be replaced. Baltic Orthoservice 

knew what was required and compared the 

best technologies on the market to find the right 

solution.

Mr Lukševičius said, “The primary requirement was 

to have the capability to inspect parts made from 

different types of materials. The size of the working 

area was also important, but most crucial was 

accuracy.”

He pointed out that a key advantage of the 

Nikon Metrology LC15Dx is its ability to scan 

reflective and multi-material surfaces thanks to 

ESP (enhanced sensor performance) technology. 

It maintains accuracy, speed and data quality by 

intelligently and continuously adapting the laser 

settings for each measured point. Probing error is 

comparable to that of tactile inspection (1.9 μm) 

and data collection is fast at 70,000 points per 

second. By maintaining such high standards when 

scanning difficult surfaces, the LC15Dx is an ideal 

tool for inspecting complex parts in the medical 

industry.

Paulius concluded, “The Nikon solution offers more 

in-depth knowledge of what we are manufacturing 

and gives better precision and understanding of 

3D-printing errors and deviations. 

“It means we achieve superior product quality and 

avoid problems during operations. Implants with 

Nikon quality assurance are more reliable and it is 

easier to prove their worth.

“Often our quality control laboratory receives 

inquiries from other manufacturers in the medical 

sector and other industries to perform geometry 

inspection for them.”

VERSATILE QUALITY CONTROL 
OF MEDICAL PARTS

Quality assurance is vital in the production of accurate, patient-specific implants, endoprostheses 

and surgical guides. Consequently, Baltic Orthoservice in Kaunas, Lithuania uses a multi-sensor 

coordinate measuring machine (CMM) including a laser scanner in conjunction with a micro-CT 

(computed tomography) system, all supplied by Nikon Metrology. 

 “Laser scanning and micro-CT 

serve two different purposes and 

both excel in different areas.”

Visit: www.nikonmetrology.com

IDMedical
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Medical

To meet this need, TRUMPF has developed 

a laser and software module for UDI marking, 

specially designed to create corrosion-resistant 

marks on highly reflective materials using ultra-

short pulsed lasers.

The UDI – often applied in the form of a linear bar 

code or 2D data matrix code – combines static 

and dynamic identifiers.  The static portion is a 

unique, dedicated code for the specific medical 

device, while the dynamic portion changes for 

each batch of products.  There are currently three 

accredited UDI labelling standards: GS1, HIBC 

and ISBT 28.

  

Based on the TRUMPF TruTops Mark marking 

software, the new turnkey laser system creates 

standard-compliant UDIs from company and 

production data in any of the three identification 

systems the user chooses. The whole process 

also functions in reverse, with the optional 

VisionLine Mark image processing module 

enabling the TRUMPF software to quickly scan 

and read UDIs on medical devices.

Thanks to its broad product range TRUMPF can 

provide, as part of this marking system, the right 

laser for any type of material, from stainless steel 

and aluminium to plastics and organic materials.  

The new TruMicro Mark 2000 is, however, a 

particularly good choice for the medical device 

sector.

It offers an ultra-short pulsed laser with extremely 

short 0.4- to 20-picosecond laser pulses and 

high pulse energies of up to 20 microjoules.  It 

produces completely corrosion-resistant marks 

that maintain their high contrast appearance even 

after repeated cleaning and sterilisation.

The pulses emitted by the TruMicro Mark 2000 are 

short enough to enable cold material processing.  

This means the time taken to absorb the laser 

energy is shorter than the time required to heat 

up the surrounding material, so the marking of the 

material is completed before thermal processes 

can take effect.

To mark the medical device, the high pulse peak 

powers of the TruMicro Mark 2000 initially produce 

a nanostructure on the device’s surface.  This 

rough surface creates a light trap that significantly 

reduces the diffuse scattering of the light, causing 

the mark to take on a permanent dark black hue.  

A big advantage of this method is that it allows 

the protective chromium oxide layer of the steel to 

re-form after processing, preventing the onset of 

corrosion.

UDI-Compliant Laser 
Marking Of Medical Devices

All UK medical device manufacturers wishing to trade with the US must ensure their 

products carry a bar-coded Unique Device Identifier (UDI) so that they can be tracked 

through the entire supply chain. 

Visit: www.uk.trumpf.com
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Medical

Looking at the cuboid aluminium components 

produced for medical diagnostic equipment by 

subcontractor AES Precision Engineering (www.

aes-engineering.co.uk), one would think they were 

milled, drilled and tapped on a machining centre 

rather than a lathe; indeed they used to be, from 

sawn billet in two separate operations on a pair 

of 3-axis vertical-spindle machines in a total cycle 

time of 12 minutes.

Since April this year, they have been machined 

complete from round bar in one operation in an 

Italian-built Biglia B565-YS 6-axis turn-mill centre 

supplied by UK agent Whitehouse Machine Tools 

(www.wmtcnc.com). Program run time has more 

than halved to 5.5 minutes, accuracy is improved 

and there is no handling between machines or 

work-in-progress on the shop floor, significantly 

reducing the cost of production. Only two turning 

tools are in the 12-station turret for facing the bar 

end and for parting off, the remainder being axial 

and radial driven tools.

Mark Wilson, a director of the family-run 

subcontracting firm commented, “We have been 

making these parts for years, during which time 

the volume has gradually increased to 1,000 per 

month. 

“So we needed to find a more efficient way of 

machining them. From visits to trade shows we 

were aware of the powerful prismatic machining 

capabilities of the latest CNC turning centres.

“We asked four potential suppliers to offer a turnkey 

package based on production of the aluminium 

medical part. Whitehouse demonstrated the best 

process in terms of quality, capability and cost on a 

Biglia lathe at its Kenilworth technical centre.”

Key attributes of the twin-spindle, single-turret 

machine that secured the purchase are a full (rather 

than indexed) C-axis on the counter-spindle, 

essential for this particular job; and a genuine 

Y-axis, so there is no need for time-consuming and 

less accurate interpolation of the X and C axes to 

achieve the prismatic shape of the component.

Mark also made the observation that there are 

no bad machine tools these days, albeit some 

are more accurate and reliable than others, and 

that what really makes the difference is the level 

of service back-up from the supplier. In this 

respect, Whitehouse Machine Tools is judged 

to be exemplary based on its handling of the 

enquiry, applications engineering input to date 

and feedback from other users of machines it has 

supplied.

Production engineer Trevor Orman added, “The 

quality of the Italian lathe is high for this class of 

machine, costing under £200,000 with tooling.

“Although tolerances on the medical part are 

fairly open at 0.1 mm, the Biglia repeats to within 

microns, which means we no longer have to chase 

tolerance all day as the temperature varies on the 

shop floor.

“The machine’s accuracy will also be invaluable for 

production of more tightly toleranced components 

and its rigidity means that tool wear is noticeably 

lower than on our other lathes.”

The existence of the turn-mill machine has already 

brought in a new contract for the manufacture of 

316 stainless steel automotive components that 

AES Precision Engineering could not have quoted 

for previously. 

The subcontractor intends to transfer jobs 

from other lathes to the Biglia to enable more 

economical production. It is also looking for further 

bar auto work to a maximum of 70 mm diameter by 

up to 560 mm long, preferably involving runs above 

1,000-off, to fill the machine’s capacity.

Founded in 1987 initially to manufacture 

components for the medical industry, AES 

Precision Engineering has since expanded into 

the automotive, leisure, marine, cosmetics and 

defence sectors, including the production of 

complex parts for drones and reverse-engineering 

of replacement parts for production lines. In 2004 

it moved to the present, larger premises on the 

New Street Farm estate in Ashford, Kent and has 

invested heavily over the years in a range of new 

machining centres, including 5-axis models, and 

multi-axis CNC lathes.

Lathe Takes Over Production
Of Prismatic Parts From Machining Centres

One-hit turn-milling halves cycle time and eliminates 
inter-machine handling

Whitehouse Machine Tools:

Web: www.wmtcnc.com

AES Engineering:

Web: www.aes-engineering.co.uk

IDMedical
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This period was a particularly troubled time for 

Swiss companies and even if the pressure is still 

to be felt, it has to be noted that the company 

has managed to respond to the situation with a 

significant investment, a new Tornos MultiSwiss 

8x26 machine.

 

Thanks to its flexible structure, the company 

responds to orders from 500 to several million 

parts with diameters from 1 to 65mm. Materials 

such as brass, steel, stainless steel, titanium and 

even plastics can be machined and this shows the 

ability to adapt to the latest product developments 

and even the latest trends. G&Y Leuenberger SA 

produces meticulously designed parts that are 

used for the manufacture of luxury-brand products 

and this includes the luxury-product, equipment, 

connector and watch-making industries. 

 

G&Y Leuenberger also produces customised 

magnifiers for watchmakers. “This is our sole 

finished product,” Boris Leuenberger emphasises. 

Invented in 1995 by the former Managing Director, 

Yves Leuenberger, the body and ring are made 

of aluminum, which makes the magnifier light 

and pleasant to wear. The range of colors and 

versions is virtually infinite; anodized and engraved 

models can be produced. They are indispensable 

instruments and can be used as a high-end 

giveaway for any company active in the field of 

high-precision engineering.

 

In 2017, the company decided to apply for 

ISO: 13485 certification to extend its range of 

activities and make its expertise available to other 

sectors. Boris Leuenberger is convinced that G&Y 

Leuenberger SA’s production experience and 

ability to work with its customers will appeal to 

this industry. “We specialise in solving problems 

and push the machining limits further. Besides, I 

would like to invite companies having machining 

problems to contact us as we are amenable to 

new challenges,” the Managing Director continues.

 

The 45 employee business offers comprehensive 

services ranging from assembly to roller burnishing, 

polishing and anodizing as well as watch decoration. 

“Our strength is being able to free our customers 

from the need of subcontracting. In particular, we 

offer logistics solutions of all types. Upon request, 

we can implement Kanban stocking, consignment 

stocking and on call delivery.” Mr. Leuenberger 

explains. 

 

To achieve all this, G&Y Leuenberger has a plant 

list that includes the new Tornos MultiSwiss 8x26, 

23 Tornos DECO and EvoDeco machines from 10 

to 32mm capacity, a Tornos SAS 16, 2 machining 

centers and 10 fixed-headstock machines.

 

Alluding to the arrival of the MultiSwiss, the 

managing director explains: “As a Swiss company, 

the economic environment we are operating in 

is rather complex. We compete with enterprises 

based in the Eurozone with a different cost 

structure. With the uncoupling of the Swiss France 

from the Euro in 2015, our prices rose by 15% 

overnight. We had to tackle the crisis and reinvent 

ourselves. All these constraints brought us to 

utterly rethink our strategy; we were looking for a 

means that enabled us to quickly respond to peaks 

in demand, a means to accelerate our production 

and a means of making us competitive.”

 

“And that’s how we came across the MultiSwiss 

8x26 machine. Until then, our machine inventory 

consisted of single-spindle machines only. Of 

course, we could face demand peaks by using 

several Deco or EvoDeco machines, but this 

would be at the cost of the production schedule. 

Furthermore, with its 8 spindles and its multifarious 

back machining functions, the MultiSwiss 8x26 

unites the productivity of 5 to 8 machines on 

minimum floor space while producing elaborate 

workpieces.”

 

A machine boasting good accessibility

Boris Leuenberger continues: “The machine is 

extremely user-friendly. Programming is done with 

the TB-Deco software that we have been familiar 

with for many years. It can be set up in no time 

and thus is not only profitable for huge series 

runs but also ideal to respond to urgent demands 

comprising several thousands of parts.”

 

And even if the machine seemed to be rather 

large, the company eventually recognized that it 

is much more compact than its competitors and 

does not need much more space than a single-

spindle machine designed for Ø20mm parts with 

associated bar feeder. He adds: “The machine 

features unprecedented ergonomics. When 

entering the machining area, there is no need for 

the operator to worry about oil dripping on his 

head. In addition, the tool holders are easy to install 

and everything is close at hand. The MultiSwiss 

8x26 is simply perfect. It can be set-up as quickly 

as a single-spindle lathe and only the replacement 

of the 9 collets takes a bit more time. However, the 

adjustment from the front makes this comparatively 

easy and fast.”

 

Another league

The fact that the MultiSwiss 8x26 makes multi-

spindle technology available to the operators 

of single-spindle lathes certainly poses some 

challenges as the operator enters a new dimension. 

The wear of the inserts is proportional to production 

output and chip management is more important. 

However, the MultiSwiss 8x26 has surprised the 

experts here as well. The hydrostatic technology 

allows a considerable reduction of insert wear. 

Mr. Leuenberger adds: “Moreover, we can now 

achieve surface finishes we never thought possible.” 

The machine has an accessible machining area and 

is equipped with an outstanding chip conveyor that 

can efficiently discharge both long and short chips. 

The Managing Director summarizes: “With its low, 

medium and high-pressure pumps boasting a high 

flow rate and its large 2000-liter cutting oil tank 

that is heat-stabilized, the machine has the cooling 

capacity needed to tackle virtually all machining 

challenges.”

 High-quality service

The Managing Director concludes: “It should be 

noted that the Tornos service is simply excellent, 

especially with regards to the MultiSwiss 8x26. 

Commissioning the machine was quite easy and 

we feel that the technicians are fully receptive and 

ready to support us. They are doing an excellent 

job.”

Subcontractor Enters New Dimension
Established in Eschert, Switzerland in 1964, family-owned G&Y Leuenberger SA came under new 

management in 2014 with family member Boris Leuenberger, a young and enthusiastic engineer 

taking the reins. 

Visit: www.tornos.com
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Our mission is not merely to provide tools, but 

deliver intelligent solutions from motivated staff 

that live up to the ever changing requirements of a 

constantly developing industry.

We are proud to be one of the very few carbide 

tooling companies that implements and quality 

controls every single process from raw material 

extraction through to the end product. That gives 

us and customers the comfort of knowing that 

Mitsubishi quality can be found in every aspect of 

every product. It also ensures that the precision 

tools we produce are of a standard that others can 

aspire to. The prerequisite for success is our in-

house development. This is an area in which the 

enormous diversity offered by Mitsubishi Materials 

Corporation plays a central role. It is a mainstay 

that is built primarily on the passion and innovations 

contributed by our workforce. Unparalleled 

professionalism and more than a touch of creativity 

are two of the unique strengths of our team. 

Cooperation between the individual divisions at 

Mitsubishi Materials Corporation creates synergies 

without which our cutting-edge technology 

standards would simply not be possible. It is with 

good reason that we are regarded as one of the 

worlds leading cutting tool suppliers.

Our economic goals include increasing our foothold 

in the UK and European markets and working 

with our customers to continue our successful 

growth together. Core sectors for this planned 

growth include the automotive industry, plus those 

segments that are notoriously difficult and require 

precise and reliable processing. The aerospace 

industry is another area for which we intend to 

provide more and better solutions, leveraging our 

extensive materials expertise to achieve mutual 

growth. The UK branch is continually expanding its 

capability in the aerospace and automotive sectors 

by recruiting experienced and knowledgeable 

engineers to provide the service and hands-on 

capabilities that customers require. “We strive to 

build the foundations for continued successful 

development – with a workforce that we trust and 

believe in and the overall experience of more than 

25 years in the UK and over 140 years of Mitsubishi 

company history”   (UK General Manager – Tom 

Jones).

 

The corporate philosophy of sharing also provides 

great benefit to the UK market. The local UK 

Mitsubishi branch, established in 1993, has direct 

European time zone communication with the 

European head office in Germany and gains all the 

benefits of access to a huge European stock centre 

that provides overnight delivery across UK and the 

continent. A pooling of market and application 

data with sister companies in France, Italy, Spain, 

Poland and Russia can provide UK customers with 

the very latest tools and information needed for 

successful machining.

Additionally, a close cooperation between all 

divisions of the Mitsubishi Materials Corporation 

has led to a tight-knit, high-performance network 

connecting and integrating various capabilities 

and solutions; Mitsubishi Materials is active in 

more than 77 countries worldwide. The three main 

manufacturing plants in Akashi, Gifu and Tsukuba, 

together with the European site in Valencia form the 

core of the production facilities.

The close cooperation between production, and 

research and development is a constant source 

of ground-breaking innovations. The focus is 

always on providing customers with best-in-class 

products while continuously optimising existing 

manufacturing processes to maintain a competitive 

edge. The amalgamation with Kobelco more than 

ten years ago added the famous MIRACLE coating 

to the Mitsubishi portfolio. In depth research 

has enabled us to improve this technology even 

further and develop it into a unique new process: 

IMPACT MIRACLE is an evolution of PVD coating 

technology that offers even greater wear resistance 

and performance. Derivatives of this key coating 

technology has been transferred to all the various 

facets of our metal cutting tools.

Turning

Indexable inserts and tools for all types of turning 

applications are a core constituent of the carbide 

tools in the Mitsubishi range. In addition, Mitsubishi 

are one of the few companies in the world that 

has the technology and expertise necessary for 

producing and processing extremely hard CBN 

materials. After diamond, CBN is one of the 

hardest materials known and Mitsubishi uses 

it in the turning insert range to enable reliable 

machining of extremely hard material applications. 

For the demanding aerospace sector to combat 

the common issue of edge fracturing and insert 

breakages when turning difficult to cut materials, 

Mitsubishi introduced its latest series of insert 

grades: the 9000 series for difficult-to-cut 

materials. Incorporating the innovative Miracle 

Sigma Technology, the new coated MP9005, 

MP9015 and uncoated MT9015 insert grades have 

been introduced with the option of a minus corner 

radius tolerance.

Milling

The vast range of milling tools varies from solid 

carbide end mills through to high performance 

indexable insert end mills and large diameter face 

milling cutters. The solid end mill range includes tiny 

0.1mm diameter tools up to diameter 

25 roughing cutters and incorporates 

the latest technology IMPACT MIRACLE 

series for the ultimate high performance 

for hard material applications and the 

important area of milling super alloys. The 

latest exchangeable head end mill, the 

iMX series have an innovative carbide to carbide 

double face clamping feature that ensures the 

ultimate in rigidity and tool change accuracy. This 

combination provides costs savings in both tool 

change and offset measuring times as well as the 

savings by replacing only the cutting edge section 

instead of a whole end mill. Indexable insert shell 

milling tools such as VFX, has recently shown to 

provide breakthrough performance and reliability 

in titanium machining. Metal removal rates of 

up to 500cm/3 have been achieved in real life 

applications on titanium alloy components for 

aircraft landing gear.

Drilling

Every step of the manufacturing process, from 

extraction and selection of the tungsten ores to 

the final coating of the tool, is carried out in-house, 

giving a proven approach for ensuring superior 

quality that lives up to the toughest demands. 

Mitsubishi Materials’ micro carbide drills, plus drills 

for all materials including those for aluminium and 

multi-purpose machining are the perfect solution 

for professional hole making. High-feed, extra deep 

hole drilling and through coolant for optimised 

MQL use are just two prime examples of intelligent 

solutions for special areas which, until recently, 

lacked efficient and economical production 

processes. Smart thinking has led to simple 

solutions for some old problems associated with 

indexable insert drilling with the latest MVX type for 

hole depths up to 6 x D. Difficulties such as chip 

clogging on deep holes, dissimilar rates of wear on 

inner and outer inserts due to differing peripheral 

speeds, plus flexing and wear of the drill body itself 

have all been resolved with a new and innovative 

design. The existing range of inserts for MVX has 

been complemented with 2 new chipbreakers, plus 

a new insert grade for aluminium.

Key Components For 
A Successful Cooperation

The success of Mitsubishi Materials Corporation is based on the long-time policy of utilising 

the desires and concerns of our customers as a key driving force for our business. 
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Mitsubishi Materials

www.mmc-hardmetal.com
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Previously, due to the difficulty to access and the 

design restraints of some of the features to be 

machined, a separate counterboring operation had 

to be set up in an adjacent machining bay that not 

only added logistic problems and additional work 

handling but also, significantly extended lead times 

to complete the parts.

Works Foremen Martin Sharpe explains “We have 

produced some 1,400 of these components on our 

horizontal, twin-pallet machining centre which was 

installed specifically to produce these castings.  

However, we have always had to run an additional 

operation on a horizontal borer located in another 

bay just to produce three counterbore features that 

were very difficult to access as they were set back 

behind the main location flange of the housing.”

He follows on to explain that the effect of combining 

operations from three into two has been relatively 

marginal on overall cycle time but most important, 

it has enabled a fully automatic production cycle 

involving A and B fixtures on the twin-pallet machine 

that has considerably reduced lead times, work 

handling, setting, operator attention and inspection 

times.  As a result of the change, Lunn Engineering 

has also been able to concentrate production and 

sub-assembly of the flywheel housing in one area 

of the works.  

He also adds how the customer has gained from 

improved control over quality by eliminating a third 

relocation of the workpiece, plus tool life has been 

increased to achieve some 120 counterbores per 

insert corner.  This is largely due to the combination 

of the inherent rigidity of the machining centre 

and the Autofacer tool set up, as opposed to 

the previous method with varying tool life and the 

workholding arrangement of the borer.

Lunn Engineering produces two types of housing 

for two and four wheel drive off-road vehicles at 

a rate of 15 per week.  Following machining, the 

housings are cleaned, painted and then sub-

assembled for the customer which includes 

insertion of bearings. The revised fully automatic 

machining sequence, following Mollart’s revision to 

the application, now involves just two operations 

on the machining centre that also incorporate 

considerable milling, boring, drilling, counterboring 

and tapping sequences.

Following the approach the Mollart tooling 

specialist came on site to assess the operation.  

He found that with access to produce the three 

counterbores being severely restricted this could 

only be achieved by back counterboring through 

three 18 mm diameter holes.  These holes are 

drilled through from the outer face of the housing 

directly opposite the main flange face that is used 

for initial first operation location on the fixture. It 

was this main flange that partially covered each 

counterbore position that is set back inside the well 

of the housing.  

Adding to the problems was a steep draft angle 

around each of the three features which meant 

any back counterboring tool had to cope with 

progressive material build-up creating a variable 

interrupted cut.  Indeed, it was this draft angle 

that aided the failure of previous attempts to back 

Counterbore Solution Upgrades 
Lunn’s Sub-Contract Operations

By calling in Mollart Engineering’s tooling specialist, which resulted in the introduction of a Steiner 

Autofacer back counterboring tool, precision sub-contractor Lunn Engineering Co., has been able 

to introduce a fully automatic production cycle, significantly reducing production lead time and 

operational routines when machining cast iron flywheel housings for off-road vehicles.  
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counterbore using competitor tooling resulting in 

chatter and inconsistent tool life.  

According to Mr Sharpe, following the visit and 

assessment by Mollart’s tooling engineer, it was 

recommended that the Steiner Autofacer tool was 

employed because of its high rigidity and being 

well-proven in applications of this type.  Both Mr 

Sharpe and the engineer then worked together to 

develop the process and set the speeds and feed 

rates whereby the spindle is now run at 810 revs/

min with a feed rate of 0.04 mm/rev. 

The Steiner ‘Bump-Style’ Autofacer spotface / 

counterbore tool is activated from contact with 

the datum face of the workpiece as it passes 

through the previously drilled 18 mm holes.  Each 

drilled hole is used to support a pilot bearing on 

the Autofacer tool which is positioned behind the 

insert pocket on the body of the tool.  By reversing 

the machine spindle, an internal friction clutch 

mechanically opens and locks the cutter blade to 

the set dimension of 36 mm diameter. 

The tool is then fed in reverse back into the casting 

and when a programmed depth of 32.5 +/- 0.05 

mm is reached from the machined datum face, the 

tool is fed back and a cone positively drives the 

cutter blade to its closed position into the tool head 

before it is automatically withdrawn back down the 

18 mm pilot hole. It now takes just 6 mins 20 secs 

to complete the three holes. 

Lunn Engineering was originally formed as a general 

engineering and sub-contract business in 1938 

under the name of the Rotary Pump Company 

by the current owner and managing director Fred 

Lunn’s father Sidney and grandfather also called 

Fred.  In 1952 it changed to Lunn Engineering 

Co., when it became a principle supplier to the 

UK’s very active, at that time, machine tool build 

operations. During 1960 it moved to its current 

16,000 ft2 site in Atherstone producing special 

5-speed gearboxes for the mining industry and 

special safety clutches for conveyor systems.

In 1969 the company obtained manufacturing 

rights for Lunn Davis keyseater machines which the 

company updated two years ago to also include its 

own design of control system.  Since commencing 

production Lunn Engineering has built over 200 

machines with demand now increasing following 

the introduction of the new control.

Lunn also specialises in design, development and 

prototyping for customers and employs 22 people.  

It designs, builds and re-engineers equipment such 

as special rotary table chucks used in ultrasonic 

testing, produces test rigs and fixtures for leak 

testing customer products such as domestic 

showers.  In addition to its design and build 

operations, its sub-contract production supplies 

sectors such as metrology, machine tool, off-road 

and specialist aerospace and automotive related 

industries with batches of work that vary between 

40 and 300 parts. Over 70 per cent of the order 

book is repeat business. 

 “We had such a recent success producing a one-

off bespoke gold-plated desk fitted with an Onyx 

top for one of our customers, a leading UK aircraft 

interior specialist.  We were then asked to make 

a smaller version to accommodate a printer.” Said 

Mr Lunn.

Following the success of the application engineering 

and trials of the Mollart supplied Autofacer, the 

engineering team is now working on further 

process improvements to replace twist drills used 

on specific deep holes in the two housing types 

with Botek gundrills.  This will provide improved 

efficiently to produce certain special holes within 

+/- 0.2 mm geometrical tolerances.

ID Tooling

Mollart:

Web: www.mollart.com

Lunn Engineering:

Web: www.lunnengineering.co.uk
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The company was also starting to receive larger orders 

and management was faced with the decision whether 

to increase manpower to service them.  

Investment in a collaborative robot from Universal 

Robots (UR) proved to the be perfect solution for this 

small business. It instantly provided the increased 

capacity and flexibility the company needed and, more 

specifically, resulted in welding time being cut by 50%. 

Factory owner Jens Christian Lægsgaard decided the 

UR5 was just what he was looking for within 30 minutes 

of seeing the cobot in action.  It was subsequently 

integrated into the production line to replace an old 

welding robot that was four times the size of the UR5 

and far less flexible. The UR5 was also much cheaper 

than buying a new, dedicated welding robot.

A welding torch was mounted to the UR5 and, apart 

from a few hours of assistance from Universal Robots, 

Jens Christian Lægsgaard taught himself how to 

operate the robot arm.  In common with many other 

small businesses around the world, MVI Maskinfabrik, 

took advantage of the cobot’s intuitive programming 

and operation to get the device up and running in 

hours. And within days, the UR5 was MIG welding 

fittings in batches of 50 to several hundred.

“It takes about 15 – 20 minutes to programme the 

robot arm for simple welding jobs, more advanced 

jobs take a little longer,” Jens Christian Lægsgaard 

confirmed. “Just now it has finished a batch of 100 

with 14 welds per fitting. That job took around 1.5 

hours to programme and the robot completed each 

fitting in 1.5 minute.  Manually it would probably have 

taken four minutes per part.”

He continued: “The robot ensures that no time is 

wasted.  It operates during the manual control and 

reworking of each item.  If I had to do the work 

Developed by Diakont in San Diego, California, the 

actuators are designed with an optimised inverted 

planetary roller screw thread. They made using 

specialised hardening processes and to tight machining 

accuracy. As such they offer a service lifetime of three 

to five times industry norms and produce a highly-

repeatable welding force of up to 18kN.

Featuring an integrated permanent magnet 

synchronous motor (PMSM) paired with a precisely 

machined roller screw, these electric actuators are 

also lightweight and compact, so easy to mount onto a 

welding machine or into a work station on a production 

line.

“Diakont C-type and X-type weld gun actuators, for 

instance, start at 10.6 kg, making them one of the 

most lightweight solutions in the welding industry,” 

notes Gerard Bush of INMOCO. “For users who 

require particularly lightweight servo guns, Diakont also 

offers actuators starting at 5 kg. These allow the end 

user to operate smaller robots, resulting in an efficient 

production space layout, and savings in operating 

costs.”

Weld guns that are fitted with Diakont electric servo 

actuators are used to produce the highest quality 

resistance welds, and are able to operate at sustained 

high productivity levels. Taking into consideration the 

special requirements of the welding industry, such 

as radial force, INMOCO also offers special options 

such as Diakont’s custom mounting, extra radial 

load support, internal anti-rotation, a compact brake, 

optional water cooling, and manual drive.

“The new resistance welding electric servo actuators 

use high-precision roller screws that provide the highest 

level of durability and consistent weld force,” says 

Bush. “Diakont has utilised its expertise from years of 

industrial actuator development to produce a reliable, 

high-quality product that should redefine expectations 

in UK manufacturing sectors that required high speed 

welding which is precise and reliable.”

Universal Robot Cuts Welding Time
Danish fabricator - MVI Maskinfabrik- originally specialised in small batch production 

with short lead times but wanted to increase manufacturing flexibility to introduce 

new products; a new range of fittings for kitchen manufacturers, the wholesale market 

and general engineering applications.  

Daventry based motion control specialist INMOCO has introduced a new high-

precision roller screw actuator to the UK, designed for incorporation into weld guns 

and pedestal welders, which should provide a service life of 30 million or more 

welding cycles.

manually, I wouldn’t be able to weld the new item 

and remove the high spots from the previous item at 

the same time.  Thanks to the UR robot I can save 

between 30% and 50% on working time per part by 

comparison with manual welding.”

The ability of the UR5 to increase productivity and 

with consistent accuracy has proved vital to MVI 

Maskinfabrik.  Not only has it allowed the company to 

produce quality-assured new products but also made 

it possible for it to accept larger orders without having 

to worry about manpower.  

Jens Christian Lægsgaard summarises: “Our 

investment in Universal Robots has clearly increased 

our production capacity and turnover.  Without our 

UR5 I would have had to say no to lucrative orders.”
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Visit: www.universal-robots.com

Visit: www.inmoco.co.uk

Resistance Welders Last Up To Five Times Longer With Diakont Actuators
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FARO® has announced the availability of the 

FARO® Visual InspectTM product family. This 

innovative platform enables large, complex 3D CAD 

(computer-aided design) data to be transferred to 

an iPad and then used for mobile visualization and 

comparison to real world conditions. This enables 

real time, actionable manufacturing insight through 

earlier stage error detection in the production, 

construction or design processes. 

Visual InspectTM is a true next generation 

solution as it moves 3D CAD viewing away from 

the traditional desktop PC to a mobile “in hand, 

on demand” solution.  The 3D CAD data is 

stored locally on the iPad through an innovative, 

compressed, mobile format which provides an 

exceptional degree of flexibility and mobility that 

together drive increased productivity. The end 

user is able to document problems and errors with 

text and images and then easily export both into a 

Microsoft Excel office document. 
The Visual InspectTM product family offers two 

exceptional value options. 

• Visual Inspect TM:  enables intuitive mobile 

viewing, verification and documentation of 

complex 3D data

• Visual Inspect AR TM : enables complex 3D 

data to be overlaid and compared to actual 

data in real time

The integrated iPad camera supports Visual 

Inspect ARTM as a more cost effective alternative 

to other Augmented Reality (AR) products that 

require expensive cameras. 

The Visual InspectTM product family can be ready 

for use via a simple three step process that includes 

first downloading the iPad application from the 

Apple Apps store, calibrating the iPad and then 

activating the application with the calibration file. 

 “We are thrilled to follow up our purchase of mwf-

technology in December 2016 with the integration 

of its innovative technology into the FARO product 

portfolio,” stated Simon Raab, Ph.D., FARO’s 

President and CEO. “We are creating a new 

paradigm that enables our customers to move 

beyond doing it the right way most of the time to 

doing it the best way all the time.” 

The Visual InspectTM family is available now for 

quoting and ordering.

ID

FARO® Announces Innovative Visual InspectTM 

For Inspection And Design
Leveraging Mobile Augmented Reality to Streamline the Inspection and Design 

Visit: www.faro.com
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Serving a domestic and international customer base 

that is predominantly involved in the demanding 

food industry, Frazer-Nash Manufacturing has 

grown its business by supplying imaginative 

solutions to customers who have challenging 

requirements that cannot be satisfied by standard 

products or sourced from catalogues. 

The Frazer-Nash name boasts a rich and varied 

history, from manufacturing cars in the 1920’s and 

building powered turrets for use on bombers such 

as the Lancaster during World War II, to producing 

innovative postal mechanisms and complex 

aerospace components in the1960’s. 

In 1990, the Frazer-Nash group was split up and a 

number of “baby Nashs” were born, formed from a 

significant portion of the group’s manufacturing and 

design departments, Frazer-Nash Manufacturing is 

one of these “off-springs”. 

Petersfield, Hampshire based Frazer-Nash 

Manufacturing now has a wide range of advanced 

capabilities that are best suited to low to medium 

volume production, from traditional milling and 

turning, through to grinding and wire EDM. A recent 

investment in a Renishaw Additive Manufacturing 

machine has further extended the company’s wide 

range of manufacturing competencies.

As increased levels of production began to place 

a strain on Frazer-Nash Manufacturing’s inspection 

department, a search was recently made for a CNC 

driven Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM). 

After considering several alternatives an Axiom 

Too CMM was purchased from Aberlink. Frazer-

Nash Manufacturing Managing Director Paul 

Mortlock explained. “We pride ourselves on our 

quality, we are ISO 9001 certified and offer 100% 

inspection on manufactured items, we also provide 

certificates of conformance and full traceability on 

our work when appropriate.

“Having evaluated several other makes and models 

of advanced CMMs, we decided that the CNC 

version of Aberlink’s Axiom Too CMM was ideal 

for our needs. As our production volumes are 

continuing to grow, the high precision specification 

of the Axiom Too, and its ability to rapidly inspect 

multiple parts in a fully automatic CNC mode, were 

major factors in our choice. 

“Due to the Axiom Too’s ease of use, following an 

initial short training course our operators quickly 

mastered the CMM’s basic operations and were 

able to perform a range of inspection routines. 

After becoming more familiar with the machine, a 

follow-up Aberlink training session then enabled 

our operators to master the CMM’s more advanced 

features. 

“Now, our quality staff are able to quickly 

measure one-off parts in a manual mode, or use 

a pre-written program to inspect larger batches 

of components in an automatic CNC mode. Also, 

when we produce repeat batches of smaller parts, 

we can quickly recall the relevant stored program, 

load a large batch of parts onto our Aberlink CMM, 

and start a fully automatic mass inspection routine. 

“After investing heavily in enhancing our 

manufacturing capabilities, with the purchase of 

equipment such as our new, advanced additive 

manufacturing machine, our Aberlink CNC CMM 

will allow our busy inspection department to keep 

pace with increased throughput and to inspect 

our high-accuracy parts to the required levels of 

precision. Also, the Aberlink Too’s ability to generate 

in-depth inspection reports and documentation will 

help us with our traceability records.”

The cost effective Axiom Too is the best-selling 

CMM from the largest UK owned Coordinate 

Measuring Machine manufacturer. Aberlink’s 

popular Axiom Too CMM is available in both manual 

and CNC variants in a range of capacities and is 

described by Aberlink as the ‘complete inspection 

centre’. The recently upgraded CMM is ideal for 

use in either controlled environments such as 

inspection departments, or within less than perfect 

shop-floor conditions, as it boasts an aluminium 

bridge with a very low thermal mass. Thanks to 

the Axiom Too’s use of advanced materials, the 

machine’s reduced inertia also results in class 

leading speed of operation. 

Borrowed from the laser optics industry, the 

CMM’s sturdy table consists of an advanced 

granite/aluminium honeycomb construction, this 

technology, provides natural damping and further 

improves the machine’s thermal properties. Despite 

the Axiom Too’s generous X-Y-Z measuring volume 

(640mm x 600-900-1200-1500mm x 500mm), the 

machine’s compact design occupies a relatively 

small footprint, with the controller and all peripherals 

housed within the Axiom Too’s workbench.

Frazer-Nash Enhances Inspection Capabilities
Boasting a proud heritage stretching back nearly 100 years, Frazer-Nash Manufacturing Limited is 

a precision engineering and manufacturing company that has earned a reputation for technical 

innovation and for delivering high-quality value for money projects. 

Precision measurement company Bowers Group has been 

awarded accreditation from Alcumus SafeContractor for 

achieving excellence in health and safety in the workplace. 

Visit: www.aberlink.com

Visit: www.bowersgroup.co.uk

Alcumus SafeContractor is a leading third party accreditation 

scheme which recognises extremely rigorous standards in 

health and safety management amongst contractors. It 

is used by thousands of organisations in the UK including 

SMEs and FTSE 100 companies.

Bowers Group supplies industry with an unrivalled choice of 

high quality precision measuring equipment, bespoke system design and laboratory-

based UKAS calibration services. Its pre-eminent position in the metrology market, 

along with the Group’s continued investment in cutting edge technology, allows 

bowers to provide its customers with a truly complete metrology service.

The company’s application for SafeContractor accreditation was driven by the 

need for a uniform standard across the business. SafeContractor accreditation will 

enhance the company’s ability to win new contracts, and its commitment to safety 

will be viewed positively by its insurers when the company liability policy is up for 

renewal.

Gemma Archibald, Director of Alcumus SafeContractor said: “Major organisations 

simply cannot afford to run the risk of employing contractors who are not able to 

prove that they have sound health and safety policies in place. More companies 

need to understand the importance of adopting good risk management in the way 

that Bowers Group has done”

Bowers Achieves Top Safety Accreditation
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Moving towards the company’s 40th year within 

the turbomachinery industry, Rotadata provides full 

turnkey solutions from concept and consultation, 

through to full on-site installation and product 

testing support. As well as supplying pyrometry, 

telemetry, blade tip timing, blade tip clearance and 

traverse products, the company offers a range of 

advanced instrumentation and machining services 

to the turbine research/development and validation 

sector. Approximately 65% of its customers are 

from the aerospace industry, with the remaining 

35% in power generation. The company has more 

than 100 clients in over 40 countries.

“A typical machining project might see us take a civil 

turbine engine and produce all of the component 

holes and instrumentation required to run test, 

validation and development programmes,” explains 

Rotadata’s Managing Director Simon Taylor. “If 

we can help achieve just a 1% improvement in 

efficiency through our installations, it can potentially 

equate to customer savings worth millions of 

pounds.”

This globally-renowned, ISO9001-approved 

SME says that its main competitors are the in-

house resources of the major turbomachinery 

manufacturers, and that expanding its EDM 

capacity was a vital part of Rotadata maintaining 

its market advantage. 

“We have a no-compromise approach to quality 

as most of the parts modified here, which include 

compressor and turbine blades, nozzle guide 

vanes [NGVs], high/low-pressure seal segments, 

shrouds and many varied gas turbine components, 

range in value up to £80,000 each,” says Mr Taylor. 

“For this reason, we need to take a measured and 

precise approach to machining operations. This is 

tightly controlled by our internal processes and our 

relentless focus on quality. We are however under 

tremendous lead-time pressure; almost without 

exception, jobs that arrive are needed yesterday, 

hence our investment in additional EDM capacity. 

Furthermore, we are normally the final stage in the 

supply chain before our customers move to the 

build and test phase, and deadlines cannot be 

missed. Even a single day late delivery can equate 

to potential losses of tens of thousands of pounds 

for our customers. There are no excuses for late 

delivery.”

According to Rotadata, there is no substitute 

for EDM when it comes to part modifications for 

thermocouple, pressure tube and UCTS (Uniform 

Crystal Temperature Sensor) installations. The 

precision and control needed for the required 

tolerances is much better controlled by EDM 

when handling the materials and temperatures 

associated with turbomachinery projects. For 

example, extremely close tolerance work is 

required in preparation for the vacuum furnace 

brazing of Kiel probes into an NGV leading edge. 

According to Rotadata, even five-axis machining 

centres cannot compete.

Rotadata already had Sodick EDM machines on 

site, so the choice of supplier for the latest two 

machines was predetermined.

“If you like a machine tool brand, don’t change, 

that’s our philosophy,” says Mr Taylor. “The linear 

motor technology on the Sodick machines is 

unrivalled for our applications, and their reliability 

has never been an issue. Furthermore, Sodi-Tech 

EDM are a supportive and professional partner. We 

knew we wanted the Sodick AD55L machine and 

a refurbished model also came up at the right time. 

It’s very rare to come across a pre-owned Sodick 

that is so new, because most people hang on to 

them. As a result, we jumped at the opportunity to 

buy these two additional machines.”

The die sink EDMs at Rotadata are most commonly 

used to create trenches and holes in preparation 

for thermocouples, pressure tubes and UCTS, or 

other instrumentation equipment able to deliver 

complete validation of predicted customer models. 

The company can generate blind and through-

holes as small as 0.10mm, and slots as narrow as 

0.15mm. Typical aerospace materials processed 

include nickel-based super-alloys, with cycle 

times ranging from 1 to 18 hours, depending on 

machining complexity.

“A lot of the holes we generate are produced at 

compound angles, which is where the vectoring 

capability of the Sodick machines makes 

things significantly quicker and simpler for the 

technicians,” explains Mr Taylor. “I would say our 

new Sodick AD55L is around 40-45% quicker than 

some of our existing die sink machines.”

Installed in December 2016, Rotadata is now at the 

stage of training and preparing laboratory reports 

for the machines ready to gain QA approval from 

its major customers. This is a firm requirement of 

working in the aerospace and power generation 

industries as the recast layer on components can 

be a significant issue. The company is an approved 

supplier to all three major aerospace gas turbine 

providers.

“The Sodick machines are tried and tested in this 

department,” concludes Mr Taylor. “For instance, 

our existing Sodick EDMs go through laboratory 

testing at one grade above what is demanded by 

our major customers, so the new ones will have no 

problem. This is supported by the fact that in the 

past five years we have not had a single scrap part 

on customer components from our EDM section.”

Reducing Lead-Times
On Turbomachinery Instrumentation Projects

Rotadata, a Derby-based world leader in the provision of instrumentation for turbomachinery, has 

installed a new Sodick AD55L and a refurbished AQ35L EDM machine. Supplied by Sodi-Tech EDM, 

the two machines are set to help the company reduce lead-times and gain access to greater turnover 

without increasing head count.

IDEDM

Rotadata

www.rotadata.com

Sodi-tech

www.sodi-techedm.co.uk
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Located in the Basque Country, at the heart of the 

Spanish machine tool industry, ONA is the world’s 

oldest EDM machine manufacturer and a pioneer 

in the development of EDM technologies. Here, 

its prestigious facilities house a team of experts 

with the talent and knowledge to provide tailored 

solutions that adapt to specific industry needs. 

Its complete product range is supported in UK by 

Warwick Machine Tools.

Comprising main offices and R&D of 15,000 

ft2, a 110,000 ft2 production area and technical 

application support of 20, 000 ft2, ONA’s modern 

high-performance facilities provide a complete 

service to the most demanding manufacturing 

sectors. One of the most technically challenging is, 

of course, the aerospace sector; with aero engine 

manufacturers push the performance boundaries 

the hardest.

Today, most modern passenger and military aircraft 

powered by gas turbine (jet) engines and similar, 

but static, turbines are also used to obtain large 

scale electrical energy production. There are 

several different types of gas turbine engines, but 

all of them have some common components.

The EDM process plays an important role in the 

process of manufacturing some of these parts, 

including turbine vanes, turbine blades, impellers 

and so on. Jet engines are gas turbines optimised 

to produce thrust from the exhaust gases. Those 

that generate thrust with the addition of a ducted 

fan are often called turbofans. 

Industrial gas turbines differ from aeronautical 

designs in that the frames, bearings, and blades 

are of heavier construction. They are also much 

more closely integrated with the devices they 

power – electric generator –  and the secondary 

energy equipment that is used to recover residual 

energy.

A turbine is made up of several blade and nozzle 

guide vane (NGV) stages. Each of the NGV stages 

comprises between 18 and 38 segments that are 

joined to form rings. The seal slots of these joints 

are produced by EDM and ONA has developed 

technologies specifically suited for the production 

of these seal slots in NGV segments, including 

twin-headed machines, special tool changers, and 

process optimisation settings. 

Some types of turbine vanes also have cylindrical 

and shaped cooling air holes, running from the inner 

to the outer edge of the shroud or from the trailing 

edge to the core, produced by EDM. Honeycomb 

seals usually manufactured from Hastelloy and 

Inconel nickel alloys are also produced using the 

EDM process.

The development of blisks (blades integrated on 

disc) has been an area of rapid change for the aero 

engine sector, as one blisk can substitute up to 

120 different pieces in one turbine. ONA’s NX range 

fitted with a single axis rotary table provide the ideal 

solution. The machining each blade cavity requires 

three electrodes with different shapes.

Turbine impellers are some of the most complex 

parts of the turbines to be manufactured. The 

first stage in the manufacturing process is often 

achieved by milling. EDM is then used at the 

final stage to obtain a homogenous final surface 

finish. Heat resistant super alloys (HRSA) such as 

high nickel alloys, titanium, duplex stainless steel, 

Inconel, Hastelloy, Nimonic and cobalt alloys are 

used for impellers, they are extremely hard and are 

very difficult to machine.

Although blades are cast to near net shape any 

extra material left on them during the casting 

process must be removed efficiently while 

maintaining an acceptable surface finish and 

minimum recast layer. ONA NX machines fitted with 

400 Amp power supplies can perform this task 30 

per cent faster than the best time achieved by any 

other EDM supplier. Additionally, the ONA patented 

long-life filter ensures a significant reduction of 

operating costs.

To meet the challenges of the guide rings for 

steam turbines ONA has developed its new ONA 

RX Series. Designed to machine large cylindrical 

pieces, such as impulse wheel turbines, the RX 

machines combine two machines into one. With 

two NX machines facing each other sharing a 

common work tank it can access every point of 

the ring.

Location housing for the vanes and blades that are 

placed inside turbine rings is achieved using wire 

EDM. ONA has developed a family of wire EDM 

machines especially designed to machine large 

cylindrical pieces such as vane and blade rings in 

a vertical orientation. The inner diameters of the 

turbine rings can range from 300 up to 2,000 mm.

Turbine blade rotors are also produced from 

HRSA and the geometric forms at their bases are 

generated by the wire EDM process. Seal rings, or 

shrouds, also rely on the wire EDM process. Turbine 

seal rings are cut in segments to aid handling and 

assembly. Cutting with wire EDM is slower than 

sawing, but unlike sawing the edge produced by 

wire EDM cutting is clean and burr free, avoiding 

secondary operations. In collaboration with its 

customers, ONA has developed a special machine 

to perform this operation in an automated and 

efficient process.

Due to the high costs and low flexibility of broaching 

operations, wire EDM is being used as an 

alternative method to produce the fir tree shaped 

slots of the turbine blade holder. Roughing is done 

using wire EDM and finishing can be achieved 

either by broaching or by a finish pass with the 

wire. ONA has successfully met all the process and 

performance goals set by its customers. These 

include keeping the recast layer below 3 micron, 

and a fast roughing strategy of 12 minutes per slot.

EDM Solutions For Aerospace 
And Power Generation

Located in the Basque Country, at the heart of the Spanish machine tool industry, ONA is the world’s 

oldest EDM machine manufacturer and a pioneer in the development of EDM technologies. Here, 

its prestigious facilities house a team of experts with the talent and knowledge to provide tailored 

solutions that adapt to specific industry needs. Its complete product range is supported in UK by 

Warwick Machine Tools.

Visit: www.warwickmachinetools.co.uk
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Currently celebrating its 21st anniversary, the 

company has grown to be one of the most trusted 

independent metal finishers within the UK. Having 

‘come of age’, North West Polishing continues its 

remarkable progress. Prompted by ever increasing 

demand from both its loyal client base and also 

from new customers, the company is currently 

involved in further expanding its production facility 

and investing in new, highly efficient plant. As a 

major element in its latest expansion phase, North 

West Polishing recently purchased an advanced 

VG Machines, T-300-3K polishing machine from 

Ellesco Ltd. 

North West Polishing Managing Director, Andrew 

Marston explained. “Our customers are of prime 

importance to all at North West Polishing therefore 

we provide each of them with first-class polishing, 

performed by highly skilled craftsman on world 

class machinery. Having established an excellent 

reputation for the quality of our output and for 

providing value for money, demand for our services 

continues to grow. In addition to currently being 

involved in expanding our factory, to help satisfy 

these increasing demands we have started to 

make a series of investments in new plant. Central 

to our plans was the purchase of a high-quality, fast 

throughput polishing machine.

“Just as we seek to build lasting technical 

and commercial partnerships with our valued 

customers, we also look to establish on-going 

relationships with suppliers who are not only able 

to provide the plant and consumable items that we 

need, but who are also able to offer excellent levels 

of service and technical back-up.

“Having previously purchased polishing machines 

from other suppliers with somewhat mixed results, 

some time ago, as we were delighted with the 

performance of our first polishing machine from 

Ellesco Ltd. and the excellent service we received; 

we established what has become an enduring 

relationship with the company,

“After recently explaining our latest polishing 

machine needs to the owner of Ellesco, Vincent 

Simonis, we came to the joint conclusion that 

an advanced VG MachinesT-300-3K polishing 

machine was the ideal machine to satisfy our 

challenging requirements. Following a trouble 

free installation and operator training, our new 

VG Machines T-300-3K polishing machine is now 

enabling us to process much greater quantities of 

products in a range of high-quality finishes. The 

impressive speed of the machine ensures that 

we are able to deliver within the strict time frames 

required by our customers whilst not compromising 

the high specification finishes our clients demand.”

The highly efficient VG Machines T-300-3K 

supplied by Ellesco uses three abrasive belt heads 

fitted with 300mm belts, each driven by individual 

7.5kW heavy duty motors. When swapping from 

one abrasive belt grade to another, the machine’s 

fast belt change feature ensures that minimum 

production time is lost.

The robust machine boasts pneumatic floating 

linishing heads that automatically compensate 

to ensure consistent pressure is applied to long, 

non-uniform workpieces. In addition, the T-300-

3K provides powered adjustment for different 

thicknesses of bar and box-section products, 

whilst automatic belt tension removes unwanted 

oscillations.

The T-300-3K’s through-feed conveyor, speed 

adjustment allows slow throughput for demanding 

applications such as heavy scale removal and 

pronounced extruder draw lines, through to fast 

throughput speeds for fine finishing and for jobs 

where minimal heat generation is a requirement. 

North West Polishing’s T-300-3K was supplied 

with a fixed machine table height to match the 

company’s existing in-feed and out-feed roller 

tables. 

With more than 40 years’ experience, 

ISO9001:2015 registered Ellesco Ltd. is one of 

the longest established UK companies involved 

in supplying polishing, deburring and finishing 

machinery to all sectors of industry. Unlike some 

other businesses that supply the nearest match to 

a customer’s requirements from a limited product 

range, thanks to Ellesco’s access to a wide range 

of leading brands, the company is able to deliver 

solutions that precisely correspond to customers’ 

specific needs. Ellesco’s comprehensive polishing, 

deburring and finishing range includes machines 

from leading German, Dutch, Spanish, Belgian and 

USA suppliers.

Ellesco Ltd. owner Vincent Simonis concludes. “All 

at Ellesco work hard to provide the most suitable 

machinery and consumables for the job in hand 

and to deliver the best possible service to our 

clients, all backed-up by industry leading levels 

of support and training from our own engineering 

technicians. 

“As with our recent sale to North West Polishing, prior to purchase we 

consult closely with all potential customers to ensure that they receive the 

most technically capable and cost-effective solution to their finishing needs. 

To help potential customers in their purchasing decisions we are able to prove 

the capabilities of each of our machines in our own demonstration area, or 

demonstrate similar machinery at our customers’ premises or in the equipment 

manufacturer’s factory. 

“Our attention to customer care means that we deliver, install and perform staff 

training on all of our machines. We also assist in keeping machines in first class 

condition, either alongside customers own service personnel or by using our 

own technicians.

“As the term polishing covers a wide range of finishes, from the ground, “dull 

polish” of the Stainless Steel industry, through to the very high gloss finishes 

demanded by manufacturers of domestic fittings, we were happy to work 

closely with Andy Marston of North West Polishing in order to fully understand 

the company’s precise needs. This cooperation ensured that the most suitable, 

cost-effective machine was delivered.”

Speed & Quality
Founded in Oldham in 1996 by Managing Director Andrew Marston, North West Polishing Ltd is a 

provider of long product metal finishing. 

Visit: www.ellesco.co.uk
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Run by husband and wife team of Andrew and 

Joanna Griffin, Tractor Spare Parts is based in 

the picturesque village of Alstonefield in the Peak 

District National Park, but its products travel across 

the globe, with customers as far afield as New 

Zealand, Australia, Chile and Africa.  

It was the combination of Andrew’s background 

as a toolmaker and his and his father’s passion for 

the restoration of a Leyland 285 Synchro tractor 

that germinated the seeds of the business. When it 

proved impossible to source certain parts Andrew 

used his skills to make them, and while he was 

at it, he made a spare set and sold them on. 

That was back in 2001 and, from those two part 

numbers, the business now has an extensive list of 

available parts including new, re-manufactured or, 

manufactured bespoke for individual customers. 

As Joanna explains: “We can supply just about 

anything and everything, not only for tractors, 

but any machinery that uses the Leyland or BMC 

engines, from marine applications to excavators. 

We like to think if we can’t supply it the customer 

would struggle to get it anywhere.  In addition to 

the classic tractor market, Andrew also uses his 

engineering skills to support the local farming 

community producing one-off parts providing a 

rapid service to keep machinery running.”

In order to meet this demand for quick turnaround 

on low volume parts and with his original mill 

coming to the end of its life, and not supported 

by the manufacturer anymore Andrew placed 

an order for two-axis XYZ SMX 2000 turret mill, 

specifying the optional DXF converter. “For many of 

the parts we make I have to create new CAD files 

as drawings either never existed or the originals are 

long gone,” says Andrew. “The ability to then export 

the DXF file straight to the ProtoTRAK control is a 

big advantage. The support available from XYZ is 

also a big plus. When the machine first arrived I 

struggled to get to grips with the DXF side of things 

and XYZ sent an applications engineer out to us, 

here in the middle of the Peak District and he spent 

time explaining the system, everything fell into 

place and now it is second nature.”

With batch quantities typically between 1-off and 

10-off the SMX 2000 with its ProtoTRAK control 

is ideal is also perfect for the occasional large 

batch of repeating parts which Tractor Spare Parts 

produces. However key to its success is the ability 

to turn parts around quickly from an extensive 

catalogue of items, here Andrew describes the 

SMX 2000 and ProtoTRAK as ideal and the 

business would be lost without them. The SMX 

2000 is popular among the XYZ range thanks to its 

size and versatility, making it ideal for low-volume 

and toolroom environments. It can be specified 

with either a two or three-axis DRO for manual 

use or, for more productivity the two- or three-axis 

ProtoTRAK CNC control. A 2.25 kW (3 hp) R8 (30 

ISO optional) spindle with variable spindle speed 

between 75 and 4200 revs/min handles most tools 

used on this type of machine while the axis travels 

of 762 x 380 x 400 mm (X,Y,Z) are complemented 

by additional ram travel of 450 mm and quill travel 

of 127 mm.

“The tractor spares side of the business is all mail 

order via our website, but due to the nature of the 

parts we are producing and the age of the vehicles 

they are being fitted to there may have been 

modifications along the way. Therefore we tend to 

contact customers directly and discuss what they 

actually want, these conversations ensure that 

they get exactly the part they need and Andrew 

can tailor the manufacture of that part easily with 

the XYZ SMX mill, we are then confident to ship it 

half way around the world in the knowledge that it 

will fit,” says Joanna.

For those tractor enthusiasts without the facility 

to restore their own vehicles Tractor Spare Parts 

also offers a full restoration and rebuild service, the 

latest project though was a personal mission to 

fully restore Andrew’s own 1959 Nuffield Universal 

Three tractor, which now acts as a showcase of 

his rebuilding skills and also of the machined parts 

he produces. 

Keeping Vintage
Wheels Turning

Much as there are collectors of classic cars, the same applies to tractors and providing 

replacement components for Nuffield, Leyland and Marshal tractors from the 1950s, through 

to the 1980s, has proved to be a successful business for Tractor Spare Parts Ltd. 

Visit: www.xyzmachinetools.com
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The CC 355 enables circular saws for cutting wood 

to be fully sharpened – including all tooth faces, 

tooth tops and side angles in a single working 

cycle. 

 

Four grip arms automatically carry the saw blades 

from the loading system to the three machining 

stations. Tooth faces, tooth tops and side angles 

can be machined in any order to produce even 

large volumes of circular saw blades with precision.

 

Joiners, carpenters and furniture makers all use 

hand-held and table-top circular saws to cut 

pieces of wood or chipboard to size on a frequent 

basis. This means that the demand for circular saw 

blades that are premium quality yet cost-effective is 

high. VOLLMER, the German sharpening specialist 

based in Biberach, has developed the CC 355 

production system for manufacturing carbide-

tipped circular saw blades. This system is based 

on a machine concept that has been designed 

to fully machine circular saws in a single working 

cycle. The CC 355 sharpens the tooth face, tooth 

top and side angle of saw teeth at the same time, 

working through up to 800 teeth per hour. The 

VOLLMER system can produce large volumes of 

circular saws with a diameter of between 150 and 

355mm.

 

The CC 355 is equipped with two machining 

stations for tooth faces and tooth tops, plus one 

station for side angles. Circular saw manufacturers 

can position the stack of unmachined parts either 

on the left or on the right, which means that users 

are free to choose the direction of the machining 

sequence and the order that saw teeth are 

machined. A total of 17 CNC axes precisely control 

the procedure in order to fully machine all known 

tooth geometries in just one cycle. An integrated 

handling system with four grip arms passes the 

circular saws securely from one station to the 

next. The intuitive VOLLMER operating concept 

employed in the CC 355 makes the system easy 

to operate and gives users a complete overview of 

each machining station. Users can take the mobile 

control panel with them from station to station. 

 

Dr.-Ing. Stefan Brand, CEO of the VOLLMER 

Group says: “The linchpin of our CC 355 is 

sharpening technology for carbide-tipped circular 

saws that has been over six decades in the making 

and that we have continued to improve ever since 

its creation. Its automated system makes the CC 

355 perfect for saw manufacturers who want 

to produce large volumes of parts and who also 

place exacting demands on the tools they use for 

woodworking.”

New VOLLMER Manufactures
Circular Saws In One Go

Swabian sharpening specialist VOLLMER is speeding up the manufacture of carbide-tipped circular 

saw blades with its new CC 355 production system. 

Visit: www.vollmer-group.com
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Cleaning & Degreasing

A low-cost, aqueous spray wash machine from 

Turbex is proving ideal for cleaning components 

manufactured by model railway kit manufacturer, 

Slaters Plastikard, Matlock. The firm is the second-

largest in its sector in the UK and produces the 

biggest range of model railway wheels in the world.

A long-time user of trichloroethylene (trike) and 

since 2014 a less aggressive replacement solvent, 

DuPont Vertrel Sion, Slaters Plastikard previously 

degreased and deswarfed components at room 

temperature by manually dunking a basket of them 

repeatedly into a tank housed in a fume cupboard.

Owner and managing director David White 

commented, “It worked well enough for many 

years, but I was never really comfortable with the 

potential health risks to our staff, even though they 

wore a charcoal filter mask and gloves.

“Then legislation was introduced that greatly 

restricted the use of trike – our licence runs out 

this year – so we took the opportunity to upgrade. 

In August 2016, we got rid of our trike tank and 

bought the Turbex AV-210 aqueous spray washer, 

after successful trials at their Alton technical 

centre.”

Around 80 per cent of Slaters Plastikard’s 

components, including axles, gears and wheels, 

are turned from brass or steel bar. The remaining 

parts, such as gearbox housings, are prismatically 

machined. Turned axles are especially difficult 

to deswarf, as the shafts are from 3 to 6 mm 

in diameter and have drilled and tapped holes 

ranging from 1.5 mm (80 UNF) to 2.8 mm (6BA) 

in both ends. 

As swarf was so difficult to remove from the blind 

holes, an employee had to twist a tap by hand into 

both ends of every axle after machining to ensure 

that the threads were clear. Half of them were not.

So when the time came to upgrade the cleaning 

process, assistant works manager Mark 

Hopkinson spent a lot of time on the internet 

researching aqueous washing equipment, as in 

his words, there are no user-friendly solvents. He 

rejected ultrasonically-assisted systems, as online 

user comments inferred that accumulation of 

significant quantities of swarf in the cleaning tanks 

tends to deaden the oscillations and reduce their 

effectiveness.

He already knew of Turbex as a provider of 

industrial cleaning equipment, as the company is 

a member of machine tool group, Geo Kingsbury, 

which delivered a Traub TNL12 sliding-head auto 

of 16 mm capacity with a gear hobbing attachment 

to Slaters Plastikard in 2007. A couple of other 

potential cleaning machine suppliers were also 

considered.

The decision to purchase the Turbex spray wash 

machine stemmed from successful trials involving 

cleaning a selection of different axles. There was 

no swarf in any of the threads after processing and 

all traces of neat oil from machining in the sliding-

head lathe had disappeared. Soluble oil residue 

from fixed-head turning and milling was similarly 

effectively removed.

A feature of the Turbex equipment that Mr White 

particularly likes is the separator that removes oil 

from the water, which contains a detergent and 

a rust inhibitor. It allows the oil to be disposed of 

safely while the remainder of the process fluid can 

legally enter the drainage system.

Thousands of different types of turned and milled 

parts including gears and wheels are processed in 

batches of up to 1,000-off in the AV-210 machine 

at a temperature of 60°C. Cycle time varies from 

15 to 20 minutes, according to the type and level 

of soils, and components come out scrupulously 

clean and dry. 

An added benefit of the machine, which was 

unexpected and has proved to be a big saving, is 

the ability to clean an electrostatic baffle plate from the sliding head lathe by 

placing it on a top wash tray so that it can be processed at the same time. 

Mr White enthused, “This job can now be done automatically, essentially for 

free, whereas before it used to take one of our employees a whole day every 

two to three months to clean the plates, as the deposit on them is a devil to 

shift. 

“The labour cost for carrying out this job is therefore eliminated and the plates 

come out looking like new.”

On the subject of cost savings, he added that the expense of buying trike or 

its DuPont equivalent and of disposing of them when contaminated has also 

been eliminated, saving around £5,000 per year.

Slaters Plastikard now has plenty of spare cleaning capacity and could treble 

throughput before needing another washing machine. The new process 

has proved to be a resounding success, saving money and effort as well as 

keeping employees in the packing department happy, as there is no longer any 

residual oil on the products.

Manufacturer Installs Economical Cleaning System
Effective Removal Of Swarf From Narrow, Blind Holes

A low-cost, aqueous spray wash machine from Turbex is proving ideal for cleaning components 

manufactured by model railway kit manufacturer, Slaters Plastikard, Matlock.

Visit: www.turbex.co.uk
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That Was 
EMO Hannover 2017
Bigger, more international and more exhibitors 
EMO Hanover 2017 sets new standards for the world of metalworking.

A veritable hotbed for business success; a fantastic window onto the global market; a pace-setter for the future 

of manufacturing − those are just a few of the ways in which participating exhibitors have described the outcome 

of EMO Hannover 2017. After six action-packed days, more than 2,200 international manufacturers of production 

technology left Hannover on Saturday with full order books, in a highly optimistic frame of mind.

Mollart Engineering partnered with FANUC UK to 

develop a new version of its specialist VDM vertical 

micro drilling machine, which was launched at EMO 

2017.

The new multi-axis VDMF machine is a complete 

upgrade on its predecessor, having been equipped 

with FANUC drives, motors and CNC control. The new 

drive systems offer a 25 per cent improvement in cycle 

times compared to earlier models. What’s more, the 

new machine is equipped with a W-axis and a two-

axis coordinate table for prismatic parts drilling or, 

alternatively, on-board loading options. The machine 

comes equipped with the option of either two or four 

spindles.

The VDMF is ideally suited to high-volume micro 

drilling applications that require extreme accuracy, 

such as the manufacture of precision automotive parts 

and medical devices, such as bone screws or dental 

implants. The machine has a space-saving design 

of only 2m x 2m, making it ideal for smaller machine 

shops in which floorspace is at a premium.

The original VDM machine was originally developed 

in Germany by a company that was subsequently 

acquired by Mollart Engineering.  With the original 

team due to retire, the decision was made to partner 

with FANUC to develop an upgraded version, replacing 

the original PLC control and drives with new FANUC 

drives, motors and CNC. The partnership with FANUC 

also means that the VDMF machine can be easily fitted 

with robotic automation, all controlled from the FANUC 

CNC, to facilitate lights-out and unmanned running.

Ian Pettit, sales director at Mollart Engineering, said: 

“When we first acquired the VDM it was clear that 

the machine had enormous qualities, but needed 

significant upgrades to the drives and CNC in order 

for it to reach its full potential in the marketplace.” He 

continued: “We’ve worked with FANUC for more than 

25 years and they were the natural partners to help 

us develop the machine. We believe that, together, we 

have now developed a best-in-class precision micro-

drilling machine that is easy to programme, highly 

productive and can be easily retrofitted with robotic 

automation. Most importantly, the VDMF has a highly 

competitive price point for a machine of this quality.”

Andrew Armstrong, sales and marketing director at 

FANUC UK, added: “Our partnership with Mollart is 

well-established and we were delighted to be invited 

to partner with it on the upgrading of its micro-drilling 

machine. The inclusion of FANUC CNC in particular 

has made the VDMF much more efficient and easy 

to programme, compared to its predecessor. FANUC 

CNC is the most popular CNC in the world, which 

means that programmers will feel comfortable with 

the programming language and its capabilities – all 

of which help to deliver a more efficient production 

environment.”

MOLLART & FANUC LAUNCH UPGRADED VDM
Mollart Engineering partnered with FANUC UK to develop a new version of its 

specialist VDM vertical micro drilling machine, which was launched at EMO 2017.

Precision engineering and manufacturing technologies company Renishaw is 

showcased its wide range of process control solutions for advanced manufacturing 

industries at EMO Hannover 2017.

www.mollart.com

www.fanuc.eu/uk/en 

For further information visit:

www.renishaw.com/EMO2017

A high-productivity machining 

cell, featuring integrated 

process control, was on display 

at Renishaw’s main stand (Hall 

6, B46) to demonstrate how 

high levels of automation and 

connectivity can be incorporated 

into CNC machining operations 

to improve productivity levels and 

process capability.

Renishaw’s own structured approach to identifying and controlling sources of process 

variation before, during and after machining, results in consistent, automated and 

productive metal cutting. From preventative machine maintenance and automated tool 

and part setting, through to in-process measurements and off-machine gauging for 

direct process control and verification, Renishaw technologies enable fully automated 

end-to-end machining processes controlled at the point of manufacture, with zero 

manual intervention.

The cell on display at EMO replicated the closed-loop process control applications that 

Renishaw uses to machine parts in its own production facilities in the UK. These plants 

include the 460,000 sq ft site in Miskin, South Wales, where integrated application 

of Renishaw technologies enables highly productive, automated manufacturing 

with reduced labour and skill requirements despite the low volume, high variety 

manufacturing environment. By integrating layers of precision measurement and 

automated inspection technology into the production processes, the Miskin plant 

demonstrates an approach to future smart factory concepts that can be achieved 

today with current technology.

As Industry 4.0 and the current shortage of skilled engineers demand that businesses 

increase productivity without increasing their workforce, manufacturers are turning 

to industrial automation and intelligent processes to reduce skill and labour 

requirements in CNC production. Renishaw has extensive expertise in working closely 

with its customers to successfully introduce automated process control solutions 

into manufacturing operations, with a global network of experienced applications 

engineers providing technical support and partnerships for innovative manufacturing.

Smart factory concepts require connected control systems that are easy to use and 

provide sufficient measurement data immediately for self-correction and adaptation to 

sources of process variation.

Smart Manufacturing Solutions 
Take Centre Stage

Eight world premieres on 
the ‘Path of Digitization

As a leading specialist partner for metal cutting production 

technology and digitization, DMG MORI is hosted a soccer 

field-sized trade fair stand at EMO Hannover 2017. Visitors from 

around the world had the opportunity to explore eight world 

premieres on the company’s ‘Path of Digitization’.

Digitization, automation, additive manufacturing and technology 

excellence - these are the topics DMG MORI focused on in 

Hannover, as it showcased the future of production technology. 

Besides innovative machines, the company also exhibited 

holistic system solutions for the digital factory. Among the eight 

world premieres DMG MORI unveiled in Hannover are the CTX 

2500|700 as the prelude to the fifth generation of this successful 

series and the NTX 2500 as another new turn-mill center. The 

CLX 550 extended the range of European universal turning 

centers, while the third generation CTV 250 is rounding off the 

program in vertical turning. A new concept for the multi-spindle 

automatic turning center was also presented in the form of the 

MULTISPRINT 25 and MULTISPRINT 36. Moreover, DMG MORI 

has expanded its milling portfolio, with the DMU 200 Gantry and 

DMU 340 Gantry and the second generation of the NHX 6300 

horizontal machining center being on show in Hannover.

For further information visit:

www.dmgmori.com 
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For UK manufacturers the four newly announced 

product launches at the show will be available 

from UK cutting tool experts Industrial Tooling 

Corporation (ITC). 

The four new product innovations included the 

new EWE Digital Fine Boring Head with Wireless 

Connection. This line of second- generation 

boring heads incorporate wireless connectivity 

to BIG KAISER’s user-friendly Smartphone 

and tablet App for simplified tool monitoring 

and configuration. With the first generation line 

of precision boring heads proving particularly 

popular among ITC customers, the latest edition 

is certain to prove a hit.

Alongside the next generation EWE system, BIG 

KAISER  launched its new Torque Fit system 

This new collet chuck tightening fixture with 

an integrated buzzer torque indicator and LED 

over-tightening error indicator guarantees high-

precision tightening and exceptional machining 

results. The impressive new Torque Fit innovation 

ensures that customers can maximise precision, 

torque and clamping forces placed upon cutting 

tools. Another new arrival at EMO was the Level 

Master WL. This new version of BIG KAISER’s 

two-axis level detector with wireless connectivity 

simplifies accurate level setting of the machine 

tool bed by transmitting tool information to a 

remote display device. 

The final new product launch for EMO was the 

C-Centering Cutter. This multi-functional cutting 

tool is ideal for both spot drilling and chamfering. 

The unique tool design and geometry 

incorporates an anti-chipping negative land with 

a formed nose for spot drilling, which delivers 

significantly extended tool life. This tool life and 

performance is further enhanced by a through 

coolant system that directs fluid straight to the 

cutting edge for astounding chip evacuation.

The ITC team have all the latest products 

available. In addition, the Tamworth cutting 

tool manufacturer will be introducing the new 

BIG KAISER product lines at UK manufacturing 

exhibitions over the next 12 months and beyond.

BIG KAISER High-Performance Tooling 
Systems available from ITC

Debut at EMO 2017

BIG KAISER presented its extensive portfolio of high-

precision boring tools at EMO in Hannover, providing visitors 

the opportunity to view its full range of machining solutions 

and cutting tools whilst consulting with experienced 

technical experts. 

T W Ward CNC Machinery (Ward CNC) 

had plenty of reasons to celebrate at the 

Hanover EMO. 

Mitsubishi Electric is used EMO 2017 

to demonstrate innovative predictive 

maintenance possibilities for robots that 

can reduce operational costs, increase 

asset productivity and improve process 

efficiency. 

www.mitsubishielectric.com

The cloud-based solution is based on the AI 

platform within IBM Watson, which enables the 

smart analysis of operational data to highlight 

maintenance requirements. In addition, to 

increase the speed and efficiency of any 

necessary maintenance activities voice control 

and augmented reality have been implemented, 

providing opportunities for significant reductions 

in downtime. 

Today many companies are still caught by 

surprise when machine failures occur. They tend 

to fix problems during unplanned downtime, or 

implement preventative maintenance based 

on set schedules or numbers of operational 

hours. However, with 

predictive maintenance, 

production problems can 

be highlighted long before 

they result in unplanned downtime or 

impact on yield. Maintenance operators can 

take corrective action before failure or before 

degraded machine performance results in faulty 

products being manufactured.

This latest solution from Mitsubishi Electric for 

predictive maintenance with robots utilises the 

AI platform within IBM Watson. The platform 

uses predictive maintenance models, digital 

simulation and extrapolation of trends to provide 

maintenance information based on actual usage 

and wear characteristics. This is particularly 

pertinent to robots, where users don’t always 

appreciate that periodic maintenance is required.

www.itc-ltd.co.uk www.wardcnc.com

T W Ward CNC Machinery (Ward CNC) had plenty of 

reasons to celebrate at the Hanover EMO. 

Not only did the company win the ‘Fastest Growing 

Distributor Award’ from Hyundai Wia, but all of 

its exhibiting principals enjoåyed a successful 

show – with Hyundai Wia also collecting the major 

accolade of ‘Best New Milling Machine’ at EMO from 

MaschinenMarkt magazine!

After being presented with the award, Simon 

Whitworth, Managing Director of Ward CNC, said 

that for Ward CNC to be recognised with such 

a Europe-wide award truly reflects the ongoing 

success of the company’s sales and support of 

these machines from both its Sheffield and Redditch 

sites. 

Ward CNC is the exclusive UK and Ireland distributor 

for a host of companies that exhibited at EMO, with 

Hartford, Soraluce, Takisawa Japan and Takisawa 

Taiwan, plus Pinacho and Buffalo Machinery all 

announcing a raft of new products.

However, it was the construction principles and 

technology features of the Hyundai Wia XF 2000 

five-axis vertical machining centre that especially 

appealed to the EMO new product award judges.

The new XF Series will initially be available from Ward 

CNC in two versions: the 40,000 revs/min XF2000 

with 300 mm by 300 mm by 200 mm in X, Y and Z 

axes, rapid traverse rate of 50 m/min and 200 mm 

diameter table able to accommodate 15 kg loads; 

and the 15,000-40,000 revs/min XF6300 with X, Y 

and Z axes of 650 mm by 600 mm by 500, a rapid 

traverse rate of 60 m/min and a 630 mm diameter 

table able to accommodate  loads of 600 kg.

WARD CNC WINS BEST 

DEALER AWARD AT EMO
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The Show has already attracted some of the industry’s 

biggest names including Nissan; Airbus; Hexcel; and 

Dassault Systèmes, who will be looking to meet and 

do business across the supply chain.

Visitors will see cutting edge technology and materials, 

including: specialist industry tier parts, components 

& sub-systems; jigs & tooling suppliers; electronics 

contract manufacturers; ... and many more from over 

600 exhibiting firms.

Alison Willis, industrial divisional director at Easyfairs, 

the organisers of the exhibition, said: “We’re very 

excited about this year’s exhibition. As well as having 

a new Connected Manufacturing zone, we will bring 

together the latest advances in engineering, covering 

innovations and novel information systems; and driving 

efficiency and profitability to enable UK manufacturers 

to compete and grow in a global market.

“Engineers put on a real show of strength last year 

and demonstrated the fantastic range of capabilities 

and amazing innovations the country has to offer 

when it comes to advanced engineering. This year we 

know they’ll surpass themselves whilst showcasing 

their expertise to a primed audience of ready to 

buy attendees interested in sourcing products and 

solutions!”

The show takes place on the 1&2 November at the 

NEC, Birmingham. It is the UK’s only event 100% 

dedicated to R&D, design, test, inspection, production, 

procurement and assembly, connecting the entire UK 

advanced engineering supply chain, from large and 

small companies, through to top tier industry players 

in a two-day free to attend exhibition and high-level 

conference.

Co-locating as part of the show are five zones:

• Aero Engineering 

• Composites Engineering 

• Automotive Engineering 

• Performance Metals Engineering

• Connected Manufacturing 

The show will have a raft of speakers and conference 

topics, including talks from Composites UK, Toyota 

Tsusho, Boeing, SIEMENS and more. Topics will 

include how specific engineering problems have been 

overcome, as well as more strategic issues such 

as the fourth industrial revolution, Brexit, additive 

manufacturing and advances in aluminium engineering.

Advanced Engineering 2017 is newly ‘Continuing 

Professional Development (CPD)’ - accredited for this 

year, by the CPD Certification Service. Recognised by 

employers, and which complements the policies of 

professional institutes and academic bodies.

ADVANCED 
ENGINEERING 2017
ENGINEERING SUPPLY CHAINS PREPARING FOR NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Leading players from across engineering sectors are gearing up for 

Advanced Engineering 2017, the UK’s largest annual gathering of 

advanced engineering professionals.

For more information on Advanced 

Engineering 2017 or to register to secure 

your free ticket for the show, visit: 

www.advancedengineeringuk.com. 

Find regular updates on Twitter via 

#AEUK17.  

VERICUT 8.1 sees enhanced 

support for Force™ 

optimisation, a new Additive 

Manufacturing (AM) module 

being employed, along 

with, Workpiece Sectioning, 

X-Caliper measurement tool, 

Report template, and Grinding 

and Dressing operations.

VERICUT’s new Additive module simulates both additive and traditional machining 

capabilities used in any order on hybrid CNC machines. Simulating both operations 

can identify potential problems that can occur when integrating additive methods. 

The user can access detailed ‘history’ stored with VERICUT’s unique droplet 

technology, which saves programmers time by quickly identifying the source of 

errors, in most cases using a single mouse-click. It checks accurate laser cladding 

and material deposition, detects collisions between the machine and additive part, 

and finds errors, voids, and misplaced material. Users can virtually experiment with 

combining additive and metal removal processes to determine optimal safe hybrid 

manufacturing methods.

CGTech will also demonstrate its Composites Applications software for 

programming and simulation of Automated Fibre Placement (AFP) and Automated 

Tape Laying (ATL). “Due to the extensive time, energy, and labour invested in 

composite workpieces prior to machining, they can often be more expensive than 

even some exotic metal alloy parts,” said Tony Shrewsbury, CGTech Ltd. Managing 

Director. “Repairing composite workpieces after a machining error is problematic 

and many times not advisable. Thus, validating the part program prior to trimming 

is exceedingly critical.”

Visitors to CGTech’s stand will have the opportunity to receive a thorough overview 

of the steps needed to get from a CAD designed composite part to CNC programs 

that drive an Automated Fibre Placement (AFP) or Automated Tape Laying (ATL) 

machine. There will be information on new projects that highlight the implementation 

and use of machine independent off-line NC programming software for AFP and 

ATL machines.

On Stand L1 at Advanced Engineering, micro machining specialists 

Rainford Precision will once again take ‘micro’ innovation to 

another level with the UK premiere of the new line of Finepart micro 

abrasive waterjet machine tools. Recognised as the experts and 

the benchmark in UK precision machining, Rainford is excited by 

the opportunity to bring the Finepart brand to the NEC event in 

November, fresh from the EMO exhibition.

Visitors to the Rainford Precision booth at Advanced Engineering 

will find an intriguing new method of cutting that will solve a raft 

of issues for aerospace professionals. Cutting common aerospace 

materials such as CFRP, glass, ceramic, aluminium alloys and other 

advanced materials will become a breeze with the new Finepart 

waterjet machine. In comparison to conventional methods such as 

milling, wire or die sink EDM; the Finecut waterjet system eradicates 

the issue of heat generation through machining. By processing 

parts without generating high temperatures, the Finepart waterjet 

series eliminates any structural or metallurgical concerns that are 

critical for the integrity of the finished part in the aerospace industry.

In comparison to established waterjet methods with somewhat 

limited precision levels, the Finecut line has a micro-fine jet of 

just 0.2mm with a positional accuracy of +/-2.5microns and an 

adjustable jet pressure from 500 to 4000bar. This will provide the 

aerospace, medical and motorsport industries with a solution 

that drastically improves precision. Furthermore, it can achieve 

productivity levels far superior to conventional EDM methods with 

flexibility far beyond more rigid machine tool configurations.

The Finecut micro abrasive waterjet system has been developed for 

small to medium size parts with a work area of 500mm by 500mm 

with a maximum cutting depth of 80mm. The FANUC CNC control 

system on the Finecut range is a familiar platform for most machine 

shops, making the new product line an easy to install, simple to set-

up, flexible and astoundingly productive machine for processing 

advanced materials.

Rainford To Launch Micro 
Abrasive Waterjet Machine

www.precisiondrills.co.uk

www.rainfordprecision.com

New VERICUT version 
on display
CGTech will demonstrate the new version of VERICUT® CNC 

machine simulation and optimisation software at the Advanced 

Engineering 2017, on the 1st – 2nd November, 2017, stand O62.

www.cgtech.com 
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The ultimate new website for sliding head tooling and accessories has 

launched http://www.floydautomatic.co.uk/ 

Read how 17D Miniatures is offering new services to model-

making companies thanks to @edgecam from @verosoftware 

http://hxgn.biz/2fGeHHo 

Congratulations Roxy Pollard @renishawplc ! Renishaw Engineer 

Awarded University Prize http://www.qualitymag.com/articles/94240-

renishaw-engineer-awarded-university-prize#.WcpYIiVLeck.twitter … 

#9percentisnotenough

Did you know we have been #manufacturing our machines 

in the UK since the 60’s? #Engineering #ukmfg #madeinuk 

#ThursdayThoughts

@Floydautomatic

@HexagonMI

@MTA_Education

@freddyproducts

Find out why over 3 million users rely on #SOLIDWORKS as 

their #3D #CAD tool - register for our FREE 7 Day Trial https://

hubs.ly/H08DMTW0 

@NTCADCAM




